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CHAPTEH I 
TilE PHOBLN~1 AND DEFINITIONS OF TERI'IlS USED 
I During the past decade of progress in l~erican .education, 
I health instruction, either as a s~parate course or as specific 
I 
[I II parte of otheJ;" courses, has steadily risen 
1 
to a place :Jf prom-
il inence in the secondary-school curriculum. With the compara-
i! tively rapid growth of health instructional programs in the 
11 , . 
~ secondary schools or the nation, the problem or determining 
li course content has become more and more difficult. Since . 
'I , . 
J; health instruction provides a relatively new area in the total I . 
!1
1
. secondary-school curriculum, objective evidence at this time 
1, 
1i is. lacking with regard to the relutive importance of the 
'I 
II various portions of subject -matter commonly associated with 
,I !!personal and community hygiene and healthful living. 
I. 'l11lli PROBL~l 
j • Str.ternent of the problem• It is the purp:Joe of this 
I 
j
1 
study to determine objectively. and rank in the order of their 
l!1mportance, those fundamental concepts of healthful living 
!which are of functionul value in contributing to the general 
; education of secondary-school pupils. 
i:: 
:I ,, 
~=:~ -7=ocoo==-.:=o"===· 
I 
l 
:I Ip10ortance of !!1£. study:. il.n increasing awareness among 
!I 
II ~ educators of the dire need for health instruction in the public 
,, 
!I scho:lls of the nation is evident in the added emphasis upon li 
this area of the curriculum in many of our schools today. 
I 
\I JU. though the movement, as wi tll most educational trends, has. 
il been somewhat slow in beginning, it nevertheless may be safely 
il 
;i stated that health instruction will continue to gro\V as an 
il area of education which is truly functional in its objectives. 
d 
il States such as California, New York, Illinois, Kansas, Oregon, 
!1 Pennsylvania, Colorado, and New Mexico, among others, have 
II already prepared syllabi containing units in health and have 
II included these units as a part of the total educational pro-
:~ . 
t[ 
:1 gram in their schools. .As research and crystallization of 
II 
:l thought in health education progresses, it is to be expected 
/I that other states, cities, and communities will recognize the 
!\ need for health instruction in the schools at all grade levels 
II 
(! and ,will act accordingly in revising their curricula and in 
,. 
!I 
ij I 
tJ 
ft 
II 
lj 
il 
'I 
I' 
11 d II lj 
I! 
selecting teaching personnel. 
Irwin1 states that: 
the value of health education should be considered in 
vievi of the length of time necessary to re.i se the level 
and standards of the population as a whole. It should 
not be considered on a yearly basis but on the basis of 
a generation. The health education in the school during 
the present generation of school children will raise the 
il 1 Leslie W. Irwin, The Curriculwn in. Ilenlth and Phvs1 cal 
i! Education (St. Louis: The c. V. !-<losby Cotapany, 1944"f; P• 257. 
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!J 
level of society to a limited extent. Each succeeding 
generation is at a hichcr level in health practices 
than the preceding one. Only in this way and through 
adult health education efforts are the standards of 
health likely to be raised to any marked degree. 
!i II Jrrom this comment the importance of health instruction in the 
II 
11 schools and its close relationship to the health of the nation 
Jj in general is clearly apparent. 
il 
I' 
·I In a~dition, the health of the school child has been set !) 
rl· forth as a primary objective of secondary education by the 
!
1 
Commission on the lteorgunization of Secondary Education2 and 
1~,· ~ 4 by the iUnerican Council on Education.~ Furthermore, Billett, 
:I 
I in his statement of the needs of pupils at the secondary level, · 
I 
emphasizes the need of pupils "to achieve health and physical 
fitness • • • and to practice \';hat they know about health and 
fitness." These references a..re generally regarded by author-
the field of secondary education as the best state-ll 1t1es in 
:1 menta of the objectives of general education at the secondary 
,j 
!
1 
level. 
:I 
II 
!j 
I· 
2 "Curdinal Principles of Secondary Education," United 
State& Bureau _2! bduontion Bulletin No. ~ (Washington, D. c.: 
united States Government Printing Office, 1918) 
I 3 £1 .Uesiql for General Education, (Washington, D. c.: 
i American Council on Education, 1944 
'I 
j1 4 rl:Jy 0. Billett, "Pupils' Educational lleeds as Object;.. 
ives of Education," Survey .Q!. Public bducntion 1B. Harford 
t.;ountY, Maryland, 1947. 
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:I The general public, too,. has b6en aroused as never before 
li 
q to the need for raising the health status of the total popula-
1
:1' tion•· 
1/ 
Ji 
Wartime stress and defects brought to light by medical 
:1 examinations for military service have served to increase the i! 
11 concern of the people ror their mental and physical health. 
!{ 
!: Although statistical data alone do not give a completely true li 
ii picture of the nation's health status., the National Health 
!I ~~ Survey5 offers the most comprehensive data gathered to date 
p 
!I relative to the prevalence of disease and impairments in urban 
1
1 areas~ The following data appears in the summary of general 
I . 
i I, findings of the survey cited above~ 
!1 The present report sum.ma.rizes the illness data 
I
ll collected in a house-to-h:mse canvass of more than 
7oo.ooo urban families (2,500,000 white and colored 
' persons) in 18 states, ronde from Novamber 1935 to 1~~ March 1936. Because of ·the recognized impossibility 
of complete enumeration of illness, some of the rates 
1 
given are somewhat below the true values. 
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General rqtes. Four and one-half percent of the 
persons were disabled on the day of the canvass, in-
cluding one-fourth of this number who had been dis-
abled f:.>r the entire 12 months immediately preceding 
the visit. Eighteen percent were rep:)rted as having 
a chronic disease or impairment. 
The annual frequency of illness disabling for a 
week or longer (including houpi~al cases, confine-
ments, and fatal illnesses of any duration of dis-
ability) was 171 cases per 1,000 persons. The num-
ber of days of disability per per;;on observed per 
year was 10; and t.he numbGr of days per case was 58. il 
II ;; llollo H. B1·1tten, :>elwyn D. Collins, and James s. 
1
11li'i tzgerald, "tiome General Findings as t:.> Disease, Accidents, 
,I and Impairments in Urban J .. reas," !rut National Health Survex, 
!!Public Health .depJrts, Vol. 55; No. 11 (hasliinston, ll. c.: 
I:United ~tates Government Printing Office, 1940) l . "'-"""-'="~""'==== 
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One percent of workers aged 15-64 were reported 
to be 'unemployable' by reasons of disability •. 
Diagnosis.. The most common causes of illness 
disabling for a week or longer during a year were 
respiratory in nature (colds,. influenza, tonsil-
litis,, pneumonia, tuberculosis).. Second in rank 
were the corrmon communicable diseases of childhood •. 
With respect to total days of disability,. the cardio-
vascular-renal group ranked first and the group of 
nervous and mental diseases second~ 
Illness .!.!! particular age groups.. By age the 
annual frequency of illnesses disabling for a week 
or more was: Under 15, 214; 15-24, 131; 25-64, 153; 
65 and over, 279. The corresponding values for days 
of disability per person were 5 •. 7, 5 •. 4 1 10 •. 5, 36 •. 1 •. 
.. .. .. •· •· .. •· .. .. .. . .. . •· .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . •· .. 
Chronic disease.. Six and a hulf days per person 
per year were lost from \'IOrk or other usual pursuit 
by reason ot illness due to chronic diseases which 
disabled for a week or longer, or two-thirds of the 
total amount of disability of this minimum duration •. 
'J.'he annual frequency of such illnesses was 45 per 
l, 000 persons •. 
Chronic disease is not merely a problc'm of old 
age--half of the persons with a chronic disease or 
impairment were below 45 years or age.. In the case 
or 'invalius' (persons disabled for 12 months imme-
diately preceding the visit), half were below the 
age ot 55.. The mo.jor diagnosis in the 'invalid' 
group'were cardiovascular-renal diseases, nervous 
and mental diseases, rheumatism and allied affect• 
ions,. permanent results of accidents, and tubercu• 
losis •. I! 
!I Imppirmcn ts.. About 2 per cent of the population 
!i enumere ted were rep or ted to have a permanent ortho-
lj pedic impail'ment of such serious nature that they 
11 were considered to be partially or completely crip-l! pled, deformed, or paralyzed. About 20 per cent ot 
~~ this group were incapacitated throughout practically i ... J, the whole year.- or the total number of orthopedic 
impairments reported, 63 per cent were due to acci-
!1 dents {with known place of occurrence), the percent-
ij ages by place were: Occupntional, 51; home, 26; 
'I public {including automobile), 23.- Ten per cent 
1
: were the result of automobile accidents. Major 
1
::,:_, disease causes of impairments were apoplexy, infant-
ile paralysis, and rheumatism and allied affections. 
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A rate ot 83 per 100,000 persons was obtained for 
total or practically total blindness in both eyes, 
half of the cases being below the age of 65. · 
Jrrom the above summary of the general findingsof the 
II 
\i I'iational Health Survey,_ it seems sate to conclude that approx-
:1 il imately twenty-three million people in the United States have 
:~1 some chronic disease or permanent impairment, about six million 
!I 
':1 are disabled on any particular day of the year, and some ;)fie 
!i il and one-half million of our population are invalids. To say 
I! 
;! that the American public was enjoying something less than 
il 
:1 optimum health would be a cautious understatement~ 
:I 
II These data are or major importance in their implications 
il tor the seoondary-sch:>ol curriculum. One of the foremost 
I. 
lj authorities on the curriculum, Franklin Bobbitt, 6 has stated 
i! that "only as we list the errors and shortcomings of human 
!I performance in each of the fields can we know what to include 
!I li and to emphasize in the directod curriculum of the schools." 
II 
rl 
',I 
it 
Health instruction in the public schools is the keystone 
'i 
i[in the program. for improving the health of A.mericans. There 
II exists no other agency that includes so large and so homogen-
il 
. II eous a group as does our public school system. Chenoweth and 
ii . 
1/ Selkirk7 point out that "the correlation or education end 
II li--~~-:-lj 6 .. Franklin Bobbitt, 'rhe Curriculum (Boston: Houghton 
j
1 
Mifflin Company, 1918), p. 52. 
l) 7 Laurence B. Chenoweth and Theodore K. Selkirkt School 
li llealth. l'ro blems (New York: F. s. Crofts and Company, 1947) • 
II !: p. 6. J: 
!i . 
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n 
medicine is a natural procedure» and that the health-minded 
person 1s a good citizen. Some of the objectio~s voiced to 
recent legislation concerned with nati~nal compulsory medical 
care have been based on the contention that even if the 
economic barrier to medical care is rem~ved, people who are 
uneducated in terms of health knowledge will continue to 
ignore the advantages of preventive and curative medicine. 
Certainly a healthy nation is dependent upon the ability of 
people to follow a hygienic regimen and to avail themselves 
of medical'services --behavior of this sort is motivated by 
knowledge rather than ignorance, tact rather than fallacy, 
andecienoe ratl!er than supexstition. 
It is in the schools that this proper foundation of health 
knowledge must be established in order to bring about desirable • 
attitudes, habits, and practices of healthful living which will 
be maintained throughout life. 
Thus, it is .clear that the need for hea.lth instruction, 
in all the sch~ols and at all grade levels, is vital to the 
total education of our young citizens. 1mny schools have made 
a fine beginning in teaching health at either. the elementary 
or secondary grade levels. Rowever, one of the most pressing 
problems associated with the inclusion or health instructi::>n 
in the curriculum is the difficulty or determining just what 
should be taught. This is particulary important et the 
seco~dary level which represents, in effect, the pupil's last 
J 
I' ,I ,, 
li 
/i 
fi r . 
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II )i 
li !i oppoi·tuni ty to gain those knowledges and skills which must 
,, 
•I 
r carry him through life. 
,I 
The significance of thia problem has 
by Chenoweth and Salkirka in the f been strongly emphasized 
j! ji following discussion: 
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A new examination of the facts nov; taught needs to 
be made in order to see what is omitted thnt should 
be taught, to relegate to their proper places those 
things that are of only minor importance, and to elfui. 
inate the things that are not true. Texts in health 
sometimes contain errors that are copied and quoted 
over and over again in books by other authors. Texts 
should be more critically examined by experts before 
they are adopted. SOnte of the things now taught do 
not have a value in keeping with the prominent place 
they occupy in teaching. One is inclined to suspect 
that some things are stressed because of the ease of 
teaching then and the difficulty of teaching other 
facts of greater importance. 
Furthermore, Dillett9 emphatically points out the need 
i tor "the identification of the concepts and skills which are 
I essential tO, or consistent With, successful, happy, and 
socially desirable behavior in a democracy" in order to insure 
the most effective teaching at the elementary- and secondary-
scho:>l levels. 
If a phase ot gene~al education is to command a place of 
prominence and importance in the total educational plan at ._;' 
i 
/j the secondary level, it is necessary that certain basic nnd 
1
1 
fWldamental concepts be determined and established to provide 
I
ll[ the oore tor the instructional plan. In the light of modern 
II 
II --~Q-~Ib:-1:-d=-.-,-p. 369. 
il 9 Hoy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teach-
11 "nn (Boston: H::>ut-;hton Mifflin Company;-1940), p. 150. il~ 
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il 
I· 
!:,'II trends in education, it is of paramount importance that these 
,, 
il 
:1 f'undwn.ental concepts ill healthful living be directly related 
11 
1! to the life experiences, both present and future, of the 
!i 
' school child. ;! 
I, 
!I , The unquestioned value of principles, or fundamental 
:! concepts, to the instructional program in the schools has 
been clearly illustrated in the field or science. The Na-
tional Soci~ty of Educution10 cites the principles of Martin11 
and Wise12 in its recommendations for the teaching of science 
in the nation's schools. Science teachers throughout the 
:I country have been greatly benefitted by the principles 
il. 
''I determined through these two studies. This research has 
!i 
Jil'Dtirked one of the most significant advances in science educa-
1· ii tion of the past century and points the way toward similar 
!I 
il investigations in other areas of the curriculum. 
!! 
!I 10 ''A Program for Teaching Science," Far ty-Sixth Yesr-
!J book; .Q.t :the llationnl Societ;x .21: J.:;ducafion, Part I (Chicago: 
it The Univei'sity of Uhioago Press, 1947 
It il ll William Edgar Martin, "A Determination of the Prin-
!l ciples of the Biological Sciences or Importance for General 
r Education," (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, 11he University 
! of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1944) 
12 H. E. Wise, "A. Determination o~ the Relative Impor-
tance ot Principles of l)hysical Science for General Education," · 
Science EducatiQn, XXV (December 1941) 
it 
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:I II. DEFINITIOHS OF TERNS USED 
il 
Health. ·Throughout the report of this investigation, the il 
i' 
!I 
term "health" shall be interpreted as indicating "that complete 11 
II fitness of body, soundness of mind, and wholesomeness of 
emotions, which make possible the highest quality of effective 
living and of service."13 
Health instruction. The term "health instruction," as 
used in this discussion, shall be interpreteo as meaning all 
those teaching procedures, both incidental and direct, which 
are utilized in the development of health concepts and skills 
in addition to the concomitant attitudes, habits, and prac-
tices. 
Concept. The term "concept," as used throughout this 
!I 
" II 
II !j 
/I 
II 
II 
II q 
!I 
IJ :, 
i' 
li 
" ii 
I! 
II 
II 
II 
il 
II 
II 
!! ,, 
\1 
il II 
;i 
report, shall be interpreted as ind.icating "an idea or expres- Ji 
sion representing the common element or attribute of a group /[ 
or class 1114 which is set forth in a comprehensive and medically Jl 
valid generalization. 
li ,. 
il 
:t 
~ l 
li 
Ma..lor concept. A statement was considered to be a "major 1/ 
II 
concept" of healthful living if it were a comprehensive 
generalization t'lhich included in scope the widest possible 
13 c. E. Turner, School Health and Health Education (st. 
Louis: The c. v. :Mosby Company, 1947)-;-p. 24. 
14 Carter V. Good, Dictionar~ of Education (New Yorlt: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19 5;-
li 
1: 
:J 
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. II 
li range of facts within the area with which it was directly con-
i! 
11 cerned, and if lt were consistent with current accepted medi-
I! 
!j cal_ know~edge. and research. 
I· 
II J . Mino~ concept. 
!I conceptn of healthful living if it twre a generalization which 
A statement lta.s considered to be a 11minor ' .. · 
I' ,I included in scope a. limited range of fact~ ttl thin the area 
I 
i with which it was directly concerned, and if it were consistent 
11 with current accepted medical knol'lledge and research. 
i 
I 
I 
Secondary-school level. Throughout the d1sousa1on of 
I[ this inve'st1gat1on, the term "secondary-school level .. refers 
I· ll to Grades 9. through 12 inclusive, which typifies the "regular" 
[1 and most often encountered type of vertical organization of 
I secondary schools at the present t1me.l5 
II 
General education. The term "general education" in this 
I study shall' be· interpr·eted es meaning "that portion of the 
I 
[ training,, both foundational and functional, which is of general 
need, 'wha.tt;Jver be one• s occupation. or station in life. ul6 
15 Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals 2! Secondary-School 
Teaching (Boston: Houghton I4.1ffl1n Company, 1940), pp. 15-17. 
i6 . Franklin Bobbi ttt How To l-!ake A Curriculum (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924);-p:-bb.-
.! 
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Cl!.iU'TEH I I 
l:lliVIEVi OF THE LI'l'ERA'l'U~\E 
'I 
' ;i The research litGrature offers comparatively little :i 
tl 
ii evidence of previous study concerneu specifically with the 
1: 
~ ! il determinat~on, in an objective manner, of fundamental con-
11 
il il cepts of healthful living and their relative importance to 
!I general education at tho secondary level. 
I 
II ~ Other research, less closely related to the problem at 
li 
11 hand, deals with 1..he curriculum in gEneral nnd with the selec-
~ tion or course content in the biological sciences. p 
II A brief resume of those studies whi ell are concerned \~'1 th 
I! relnted.problems is presented here. 
il 
il 
!I 
1! Literature .Q.!1 the curriculum in general. \;. Vi. Charters,17 
if 
il il one. of the pioneers in curriculum research, proposed the 
r detei·mination of major objectives of education through study 
1l or man's activities. These objectives are thea to be broken 
II down into ideals and activities and arranged in the order of 
II their importance. Charters believed that the activities and 
!ideals, which were of high valu£ for children but low for adults, 
I . 17 w. w. Charters, Curriculum Construction (New York: The 
I i Maomillun Company, 1923) 
li II 
II 
II 
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should be elevated t~ positions of importance. The m~st 
'1i important_ items of the final list sh~uld be d~termined in the 
I! ll 
II 
'I 
\i 
" li 
II 
:r II 
il 
I, 
!I 
,I 
I 
i; 
', 
light or ~ime allotted to public sch~ol education, and the 
best practices or the race should be reviewed in interpreting 
and te~ching these ideals and activities. Finally, the 
subject matter content obtained through these procedures 
should be arranged psychologically for instructional purposes. 
Bobbi tt,,18 another leader in early curriculum investiga-
il tions, held that education should be aimed at adult liv1nl2' 
'I o II il rather than for childhood and youth. He proposed that 
~ . 
!I educators .. discover the activities which ought t~ make up the 
li 
II lives of men and women; and along with these, the abilities 
I, 
il and personal qualities necessary for proper perf~r1nance."19 
1\ i~1'ter defining the major hwnan actions, they must then be 
II 
ll analyzed into theil' more specific areas of activity. In 
II 
!\determining the relative importance of activities and their 
H 
I! educational object! ves, a diagnosis of the personal and s~cial 
<I 
'I 
!I errors and shortcolllings of man is significant. The curri culwn-
11 j\.ma.ker :will then discover the activities o.nd experiences of 
;!pupils that are necessary for attainment of the desired educa-
~ . 
lltional gOal~., Learning which can be accomplished outsi!le the 
1
1
1 18 F~anklin Bobbitt, lli2YL To Mf~ke ~ Curriculum {Boston: 
1llioughton Mifflin Company, 1924), 292 pp. 
jj 
~ 19 Ibid., p. a~ 
li 
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;: 
:jsohool setting is not dealt with. Finally, the determination 
1~ 
!I 
!i of grade or progress objectives is necessary with emphasis being 
!Jlaid upon desirable types of behavior and the normal way of life. 
!I 
11 Peik, 20 in his comprehensive .disoussion ot the development 
~~ ot ourri.oulwn researc~, ol~s:sit~es investigations to determine 
·I objectives, content, and organ:izat.lon of the ourr~culum into 
'I • 
I• 
!1 eight general types: 
'I 
(1) psychological analysis of the.learner; 
. , ~ " 
1
1 (2) educatlonal analysis of the accomplishment of the learner; 
·I .. , • . . . . 
!: (3) analysls of socle.l need; (4) composite judgment of most 
Ji '. ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' • ' ' 
II 
l1competent groups; (5) experimentation; (6) the historical 
:1 ' ' ., ·' ' ' ll 
[!method• ( ?) .. S';U"!ey of curran~, p~a~t~ces ,, a~d policies; and, 
!! ' 
!I (8) integrati~n! Concerning the ~ftecti veness of present 
:I !!methods utili zed in curriculum research, Peik has this to say: jl . . ' ' ' ' ' ' 
1;/1 Recent criticism questions the efficacy of current scientii.'io methods of ascertaining educational aims 
Iii and values; psychological situations, it is alleged, 
111 
cannot be measured by the same methods and the finite 
.l.l prec1s1~ns of the physical world. . '!'his is no doubt 
true. The early research technique in the infancy of 
!J the movement was necessarily confined to limited areas 
1 and operated with.imperfect · prooedui·es. As research 
II matures, it may explore the more difficult intangible 
1
1!· areas with perfected technique. Although the scien-
tific method has begun with a study of the parts 
11 . rather than. of the whole and with.· specifics rather 
il than values, tl:ie whole will not be overlooked, tor the 
1
1i object of science is the integration of knowledge and 
the establishment of generalizations, nsights, and Ill i 
1
1 principles that culminate' in an' integrated under-
!l standing based on complete knowledge. The first step, 
:1 however, is· analysis; th~n follows synthesis when 
I' situations are oomplex.2~ 
:! _ ___,~~· _· ~·~·· ' ' ' ' ' 
:1 20 w. E. Peik, "A Generation of Research on the Currie-
:! g~um," Thirty-Seventh Yearbook .Qf. the National Society !2.!: 
:1~ Studt.Q.t l!:ducation,Part II, 1938-, pp. 53-67. 
'"'""JL=--=~,.,=~2.~.~= Ibid., p. 66. 
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Literature on course content 1a hee.lth instruction. In 
1926• Lerrigo22 analyzed twenty-four sources for health prob-
'I 
11 lema which might afford a foundation for the curriculum in 
~ health instruction. Frequency of uppearauce of problems in j, 
!I these sources was interpreted rts indicating the importunce ::>1' 
II the various groupings of health problems. It \"iOUld seem 
1! 
illogical to mistake frequency of mention for true importance 
of' health problems with respect to the needs of youth and !: 
!I 
d il adults. 
II· . Strang, 23 in her study to determine course content in 
jl health instruction, tabulated topics according to frequency of 
i mention in selected courses and textbooks in health. The study 
i 
! concluded that, fr01.n. t11e topics uetermined, selection of 
llmeaningf'ul content c::>uld be made on the following bases: (1} 
II · 
ij the teacher's judgment of the significance of certain topics 
\i for a particular class; (2) health deficiencies uncovered in 
il il medical exa.tninations; (3) health-habit questionnaires answered 
!1 by pupils; (4} health knowledge tests for pupils; (5) health 
I status and problem questionnaires answered by a representative 
! . 
li gr::>up ot adults in the con::muni ty. The validity or any health 
I 
1 questionnaires of the types cited are open to question con-
I . 
I' ~~--~2-::o2-.~Ma~r-i-o-n o. Lerrigo, Health Problems Sources (New York: 
ll.t:sureau of Publications, Teachers College, Oolwnbia University, 
j)l~26), 161 PP• 
I' . 
:j 23 Huth Strang, Subject-Matter in Henlth Educnti:m (New 
!York: Bureau of Publications. Teachers College, Oolwnbia 
'i , ~University,.l927), lOB pp. 
:I 
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11 earning their utilization as a basis for course content. In 
:I 
11 addition, the results of the health knowledge t~sts are only_ 
\1 as valid, for the purpose of setting the curriculum, as are 
I 
: the test i tams. 
Cairns24 analyzed the major causes of mortality and 
\ morbidity and associated items or health instruction with these 
•I • 
I( causes. On the basis of these statistical data, the inves-
! tigator concluded that the following areas of health knov'lledge 
1\ should be taught in order to prevent and reduce the number or I . 
1 deaths and illnesses: (1) structure and functions of the parts 
lj of the body; (2) epid~iology; (3) personal hygiene; (4) mental .. 
\and physical defects; (5) race hygiene, including h~redity and .· 
! eugenics, maternal hygiene, and infant care; (5) organic wel-l . 
tare, including both mental and physical welfare; and (7) acci-
dent prevention. The most obvious criticism of a study of this 
type is that health, according to the most comprehensive 
) definition, is not merely the absence of death, disease, or 
\I impairment but, in addition, implies the functioning of the 
1! total cr ga.nism at the highest possible level of efficiency and 
II well-being. Nevertheless, the tabulation of these duta pro- , 
ll 
!vides an important part of the total basis for the selection 
I . .· 
1
1 or subject matter content in health instruction. 
II . ' 
Jj 24 Laura Cairns,·£!., Scienti:f'ic Basis_ for Health Instructbn · 
ii!n. Public Schools (University of Calif'orn1.a Publications in 
ll,t.;ducation, Vol. II, No. 5, 1929), PP• 339-434. 
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1 Oberte~ffer25 conducted a study with college students 
I 
11 in which records of questions on health matters, asked over 
II 
'I a period of five and a half years by 2400 students, were 
II painstakingly recorded, assembled, and organized into topic 
areas and sub-divisions of these areas. This type of research, ' 
in which spontaneous questions of students are given weighty 
consideration in the deter.mininB or course content, may well 
. be questioned in its basic assumption that pupils will ask 
i 
11 questions which are of major imp~rtance to general education. 
11 'l'his type of evidence woul.d appear to place a premium upon the 
J 
1 elements of novelty, curiosity, and diff_icul ty of understanding. 
Caldwell and Lundeen26 have contributed to the literature 
in their investigation of' popular superstitions, fallacies, 
land unfounded beliefs concerning health. Their study offers 
I scientific proof that exposes the half-truths of' health which 
1! are blindly accepted by many children and adults. Alth:mgh 
li this material proviC•es only that portion of the total health 
. li course which is negative in nuture, it still has much to offer 
. I' 
I I the curriculum-maker in health instruction. 
' j, 
i 25 I !Students 
!Columbia 
I 
.lJelbert Oberteufi'er, Personal Hygiene for College 
(New York: Bureau of rublicntions, Teachers College, 
University, 1930}, l2L pp. 
l) 26 o. w. Caldwell and G • .ll:. Lundeen, Exporimf-,ntal Study 
I' .91. superstitions Mf! 01(ll§r Unfoun1ed Beliefs as Helatcd to I uertain Un:i ts .21 G-eneral Science New York: Bureau of 
liPublicatTons, 'l'eachers College, Columbia University, 1932), lll38 PP• . 
lj I, ji 
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Literature Qn ~ determination Q! course content 1g ~ 
sciences. One of the earliest investigations concerning the 
subject matter content of a science course \vas carried out by 
1
1 Craig, 27 who attempted to determine a course of study in 
1! science at the elementary level. A tantati ve list of objeoti ves 
II ~t1:.~ ~- obtained by analyzing courses of study in elementary sch.'"Dl• 
II science and nature study, volumes or· the Nature Study Review, 
1
1 protess1onDl literature, and authoritative treatises on 
/biology, astrology, chemistry, geology, and physics. This list' 
I ::a::::::::e :r "::1:::: ::~::::: t::n t;::t;o::::::s:::i :::n and 
to check completeness. These objectives were evaluated by a 
group. ot educated laymen's judgment of needs, on the basis of 
children's questions in science, and on the basis of meanings 
developed in authoritative source books of science. One of 
the m.os t significant results of this study "was the hiGh rating 
I 
1 given to all objectives which have a bearing on individual and 
.! 
11 community health. 28 
~~ · · · :tlobertson29 made n valuable contribution to the literature 
I' . jl through his study at the University of Michigan which was con-
27 Gerald s. Craig, Certain Taciilliques Used 1n Devel-
1, oping !!. Course of Study !D. Science Jlor '£he Horace ldru!!! hlcrncn-
11 tary School l New York: Bureau of Publications, ·.reachers College, 
1 Uolumbia University, 1927), ?3 PP• 
l 28 Ibid., p. 25. 
l 
i 
I • 
1 29 Martin L. Robertson, ''.t\ Dasis For The Selection of 
l Course Content in Elementary tioienoe," (unpublished Doc tor's 
li dissertation, The University of ldcnigan, .t"nn Arbor, 1933) 
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II . 
II il oerned with the selection of subject matter in elementary 
11 aoienoe, , In this study the author attempted to: (l) detel"Illine ~~ th~ principles of science suitable as objectives of teaching; 
1
1
 l2J obtain a list of subject matter topics necessary for the 
I understanding of these principles; and (3) study the need for 
Jl applying these principles in answering children's questions. 
il 
il The investigator derived the principles from an analysis or ten 
~ /I selected previous studies. The resultant list was submitted 
I to a jury or three science teachers who discussed, and either 
I ' 
il accepted or rejected each statement dependinr upon whether or 
i not it met the criteria set up for a principle. Several sub-
j ject matter specialists aided in refining the list and con-
I
! sidering certain ''questionable statements" which the jury had 
I . 
II been unable to agree upon. The ultimate list afforded 243 
I: principles which were classified as ~major" or "minor," This 
11 total list was then incorporated into a rating sheet and each 
II lrprinciple was rated on a five-point scale by a group of super-
J( visors and professors of the teaching or elementary science. 
; 
I On the basis of their median values these principles were 
i 
~~ ranked from highest to lowest in terms of their suitability as 
!1 goals of science teaching in the elementary school. 
!I ji Robertson then obtained a list of subject matter topics 
1! by analysis of five studies published between 1920 and 1932. 
II . 
!!The findings of these studies were derived from courses of 
11 , 
li study,· children's questions, opinions of laymen and experts, 
II l;and analyses of science periodicals. This list provided topics 
II 
::::·:::::.-i!:~·-::::::.-::.:.-::::::::~..:.:":::::.::.--::-:~·--:::::=.:::.::.:":":::.·.:-::.·: 
li 
f il 
II 
1!: 
II 
I 
I 
II 
~~l:=~~~:r~~-~:~table tor el~entary science an~ ~~1ch contr1btn>i 
~~ to an understanding of the principles obtained in the first 
1 paS't of the investigation. The ti nal portion of the study 
. . j further evaluated the principles in ~erms of their ndequa.cy 
I ,in answering· children t s questions about science at the elemen-· 
tary·level. The data showed that 93.2 percent of these 
j questions were related to .. the principles obtained by the study. 
· It is of significance that "as a whole more questions were 
asked concerning biological topics than physical topics."30 
.I .. This study was the pioneer of its type in that principles 
j were clearly defined and objectively determined on the bnsis 
I 
/ ot carefully chosen criteria. The limitations of the inves-
1 tisation to the teaching of science at the elementary level 
motivated further research along the same lines but With a 
I more comprehensive application in view. I . 
I < ~rtin3l approached the problem of determining principle 
r . . s 
I or the biological sciences from the standpoint of their con-
I 
J tr1bution to general education. His study, also carried on 
1 • as 
a doctoral project at the University of Michigan, had as its 
1 
PUrpose the determinati::>n of the principles of the biological 
II B01enoea which are of importance for general education, 
Ill~.~-30 ~., P•. 232. 
! Ci, . 3l William Edgar 1fmrt1n, "A Determination of -the Dl"in 
li:dPlea o:r the Biological Sciences of lmportance:for Gene:ral ... 
1 or Uca~ion," (unpublished Doo tol'' s dissertation, 'l,he Un1 '\'el•. 
_ II , Aliohigan, Ann Arbor, 1944) •1 ty 
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Textboo~Ls .at . the secondary school and junior college 
I 
1 level, a survey series prepared for the general reader, and 
I 
the lists ot science principles reported in five research 
investigations provided the basis for 1~rt1n's selection of 
11 principles• · 'l'hese sources were carefully analyzed for imper-Il 
!1 tant biological generalizations which were then submitted to 
II three specialists in the teaching <:~f science for evaluation. 
II 
·II Each statement was evaluated on the basis of whether or not 
li lit was a generalization of ·the biological sciences, and whether 
I 
or not it was a principle. Those statements which satisfied 
both criteria were termed "major" principles, while those 
l 
\Vhich met only the first criterion were classed as "minor" 
I jP~inciples. The "major" principles were then submitted to 
.11 three PUbjeOt llllltter. specialists for refinement and validation ' 
l,l or their scientific truth value. From this method the inves-
l· tisatot> obtained a "master'' list of 300 ••major" principles and 
! 236 "minortt principles. 
I The s~cond portion of the .study dealt With the analysis 
I~ or . 1 to 11 SOience materials in selected :m.agaz nes and newspapers I . . 
det6l"lnine which principles are necessary for an understa.ndi.O.S 
1 0~ these materials. i~ccording to the frequency of mention of 
I :t-el. I Elteu statements in these sources, the ttmajortt principles, 
11 W:\. t1-. · end-
1 44 their related ''minortt principles, were ranked in deso 
1ll,a. 
Q order. 
I 1 t d oale 
1: The principles were then eva ua e on a 1'1 ve-point 8 
"' II b:r d ~""'~"''~'"'"""'"'- thl:'ee teachers and two laymen.. Each principle was ra. te 
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I II in terms of its suitability for use as an objective of instruc-
11 tion in science in a program of general education. The data 
I from these evaluations were tabulated and a mean score com-
puted tor each principle. Thertmajorn principles, with their 
related "mj,nor" principles were then ranked in descending 
order ot importance for general education on the basis of the 
mean of the values which had been received from the evaluators 
or which had been arbitrarily assigned. 
j From this research, Martin concl. uded that these ranked 
I principles were necessary for understanding scientific 
materials appearing in textbooks, the press, and non-special~ed 
magazines, for an understa:tding and interpretation of the 
scientific_ implications of everyday life, and for the solution 
of certain problem situations in daily living. Furthermore, 
the author concluded that, according to statistical data, the 
reliability of an analysis of this type is sufficiently high 
to justify its use in similar studies. 
Martin's work has provided science teachers with a 
tangible and objectively ranked list of principles which may 
well be used in determining what to teach in the biological 
sciences. The teaching of science in schools thrJughout the 
nation has profitted from the findings of this investi~tion. 
CHAl-'TER II I 
LOGICAL ANALYSIS AND .MEl' HOD OF P HOCEDU HE 
This chcpter will include a discussion of the logical 
i analysis· and organization of the problem into its component 
! 
I parts and a description of the research procedures and teoh-
j niques employed in the solution of the problem. 
11 
I I. LOGICAL JUiALYSIS 
II In order to determine the fundamental concepts of health-
j ful living which are of importance for general education at 
I 
i 
I 
the. secondary level, the problem was divided into two major 
sections, the inductive phase and the deductive phase. These 
two phases were considereu separately and in the order named. 
11 ~ inductive phase. The purpose of this portion of the 
~~-study was to obtain a list of the fundamental concepts of 
jl healthful living. This phase was divided into two sub-prob• 
II . I lema which were approached in the following order: 
I . ~-Problem l• The purpose of this sub-problem was to 
!
I select and d&termine tho !'Wldamental concepts of heal th!'ul 
living as they occur in ten textbooks in health designed !'or 
, I 
I 
·~ 
1 use at the secondary laval. 
~-Problem .&· The purpose of this sub-problem was to 
select and detel~ine the fundamental concepts or healthful 
! living occurring in thirty-six issues of the periodical Hygein 
\1 ~rom May or 1945 to ;>pril of 1948, 
I ' . .The deducti V§ phase. The purpose or the deduoti ve phase 
i\ of the study was to determine, from the list seou.r·ed by the 
/1 ind~ctiv~ phase, the relative importance of each fundamenUi 
I 
1 concept in terms of its suitability as a unit, or component 
1 part or a unit, or health instruction in a program of general 
j education at the secondary level. 
II· 
'\ Sub-Problem l,. This sub-probleril was concerned with the 
j classification of each fundamental concept, accordine to the 
11 judgmen_t of selected subject matter exP._er~s, supervisors or 
~~~health ~::~~_truction, and master teache_rs· of health, as either 
a major or a minor fundamental concept. 
I Sub-Probl!AA £,. The purpose of this sub-problem was to 
i 
II 
11 determinP. the relative importance of each :f'undan1ental concept 
II . ~~based upon. the numerical ratings assigned by the subject 
Ji matter experts, supervisors of health in(?truction, and master 
•i ~teachers of health. 
II Sub-Problem· A· The purpose of this final portion of the 
1i 
1: 
II 
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investigation was to rank both the major and the minor funda-
mental concepts 1n the order of their respective importance 
for the purpose of general education at the secondary level. 
II. RESEARCH .PROCEnURE 
· The methods and techniques utilized in the solution of 
the problem are presented below in their sequential order. 
The inductive phase. In order to obtain a valid list of 
fundamental concepts of healthful living, it was first neces-
sary t~ survey a vast number of materials which might provide 
these con~epts. There are many sources from which the secon-
dary-school pupil might derive health knol"lledge ei thor in the 
school situation or in a more or less informal manner outside 
of the school environment. After due consideration and study 
on the part of the investigator, it was decided that text-
books, written for use at the secondary level, and the maga-
zine Hygeia afforded the most authorita,tive, up-to-date, 
reliable, and comprehensive sources for fundamental concepts 
of health and healthful living. These source materials, 
although written for the lay reader, provid.e a body of know-
ledge which may be considered reliable from the standpoint of 
recent developments in medicine and hygiene. 
Sub-Problem 1. The investigator made a careful page-by-
- -
I 
II 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
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I . 
I page analysis of each of the ten selected health textbooks 
I 
and considered all. statements in the light ot the following 
9r1ter1a of a fundamental concept of healthful living: 
II 
I· For a statem~nt to be a fundamental concept it must be 
(l) II !r·~ 
11. ·. 
1: 
A comprehensive generalization presented in one or 
more declarative sentences which includes in scope 
the widest possible range of facts within the area 
with which 1 t is directly concerned. 'l'lle facts 
summarized in this generalization must indicate 
I 
II 
I 
II 
II-
(2) 
objects and/or events and the relationships 
between them. 
Scientifically true. To meet this criterion it 
must be consistent with current and accepted 
medical l~nowl edge and research. 
Each generalization which satisfied the criteria \vns 
written on a file card along with the source reference. The 
cards for each text were kept in separate files and in 
sequential page order. 11' there ·were doubt as to whether a 
generalization fulfilled the criteria, it was included as a 
fundamental concept subject to later recons1dera.t1on. 
The ten health texts wh:i.ch were selected atJ sources for 
1 
this pai·t of the investigution arc cited below: 
i 
!i 
II 
II 
,, 
i 
I 
Burkara, '~•illiam E., .daymond L. Chambers, and Frederick , 
· · W. i.1aroney, Health ~nd Hwru1n \ielflire. Chicago: Lyons· 
and Car~ahan, 1944. 640 pp. 
Clemensen, Jessie Williams,and William Ralph LaPorte, 
· ~ Health and .Safety. New York: Harcourt, Brace 
and Company, Inc., 1946. 592 pp. 
Crisp, Katharine llruaerlin, Health ~ You. Chicago: 
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1946. 611 PP• 
Fishbein, Morris, and Leslie W. Irwin, Health and E'irst 
Aid. Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 1944. 372 PP• 
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I 
9'oldbe~gcr, 1. !l., and Gruoe T. Hallock, lle?.alth and 
PJlYS1cal I:~lf.neas. Boston: Ginn nntl COI:lpany, l:J46. 
59C PP• 
Meredith, ~'lorencc L. 1_ Ht;t:lth ~1nd, Fitnf,r.>s. B~ston: D. c. lic.ath and vompeny, 1946. 525 PP• 
J?ronsez·, c • .t:..., and ~mltex· .t~. i~derson, :l Henltll Proarom. 
. llloom1ngt:.m, Illin~1a: i.ie.-:night a nct Mc~:nigt.t, lU~-56. 
94 PP• 
Turne;., c • .t;.,. a~d ~~i~be~h Mclioee, ~froot.iv~ 11v1n;:~ • 
..., t. Louis. .i.1U:l C. V • ~~•on by Compttny, l9•1U. •132 pp. 
\i1ll1ams, ,.Jesse l!'ei.L•1ng, Henlthful, Liying. New Yol·k: 
~.rhe llo.Olaillen Com1mny, 1~'17. 607 pp. 
Wilson, Charle~ C. • John L. Brooken, and J:.>hn C. i!.ltr.~acl:, 
1J..tn !lllil l!Of.ll~li, Indianapolis:, The Dobbs•l.ie::::rill 
· Company, l94U. 547 PP• 
.2.W?.·l)EOblw; .,a. 'Illil·ty-aix isnues of Hye;nU!,, from. L'iay 
ot 1945. to i"pril or 1940, wore rt~ad and analyzed tor state• 
menta at goneral1zat1ona ot healthful l1v1n~. The same 
prooedu.re used in attacking sub-problem. l vms !l..I.:lPl.Jyed hera 
with regardto tho a.nelysia. selection, and recordinG of 
tundamental concepts. 
··.All ot tho tentsti ve fundomental conocpta aolocted and 
dete.rm1.nea trom tl1c analyses of aub•problcws l and 2 ..-;ere tllon 
au.se1f";lllZc1 ·to topic e.rc:1s, or logical organiznt1on, :,;,f subject 
nw.tter. · 'l4hese areas \ve.t•o oet up arbl tre rily by the inves-
t1eatar and· sc.t-ved only t::> fuoili:tatG handling the l~rgo 
awnber of de.riveu conoopts. r.:noh of these areaa, fifty-five 
in all., were. t~e~i studied nnd annlyzod in· order to combine 
related genernlizntions, eli~inute duplications, and 
J.:~:::i_: t1herevor noceasar1• Jimilar nnu related 
imp1.·ovo 
gen-
ll 
l, 
• 1\ 
d 11 
t 
I 
I eralizations were combined, or grouped together, by the process il 
I! ot telescoping which is recognized by Chartera32 as an effec-
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tive method in handling such data. 
A resultant list of 736 fundamental concepts or health 
were obtained by the methods and procedures described iu sub-
problems 1 and 2 of' the inductive phase of the study. Each 
concept on this list was reconsidered by the experimen-ter in 
the light of the criteria established for the determination 
ot fundamental concepts of health nnd healthful living. 
are of vital importance to a study of' this nature if valid and 
reliable results are to be obtained. 
In order to establish reliability of' classifications and 
I 32 'i•-. h'. Charters ana Douglas Waples, ~ Commonwealth Teacher-Training Study (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
I! 
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1929), P• 75• 
ratings made by these health educators, six people were 
selected and divided into two separate juries. Each jur·y was 
made' up of one subject matter expert, one supervisor, and one 
teacher. These juries l'lere made up of the following persons: 
Jury I. 
Dr. Leslie li. Irwin, Professor of Health Education, 
School of Education, Boston University. 
Grace Keenan, Supervisor and Teacher of Health, 
Brockton Public Schools, Brockton, nassachusetts. 
Edward J. Wall, Director of Health Education and 
Safety Education, Boston Public Schools, Boston, 
l!as sachuset ts. 
Jury II. 
Beryl J. Roberts, Director of Health Education, 
Massachusetts Tuberculosis League, Boston, 
r-!assachuset ts. 
Orren B. gcKnight, Director of Health and Physical 
Education, Haverhill Public Schools, Haverhill, 
Massachusetts. 
Ralph c. Bean, Head of the Science Department and 
Coordinator of Health Education, Girls' High 
School, Boston, Massachusetts. 
The judgments and evaluations of these jurors served as 
the basis for determining the relative importance of the 
fundamental concepts for the purpose of general education at 
the secondary-school level. 
~-Problem 1· Each jury met separately with the inves-
tigator for the purpose of classifying concepts as major or 
! 
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Six meetings were held for each jury with from three 
ill. to tour hours devoted to each conference. 'rhe 736 fundamental 
concepts or the list secu1·ed by the inductive phase or the 
study were analyzed and discussed, one by one, and classified 
as major or minor concepts depending upon the extent of their 
scope and comprehensive nature. For example, the statement 
"narcotics slow down nerve notion while stimulants accelerate 
nerve activity'' was considered to be a major concept; the 
statement "relief from fatigue as a result of smoking comes 
trom a temporary stimulation of the adrenal glands" was judged 
a minor concept. This classification of generalizations as 
major or minor was completely independent or their imp~tance 
tor general education and was based solely upon comprehen-
siveness. 
At the same time, each of the 736 concepts were checked 
·I by the jurors against the previously established criteria for 
· a fundamental concept. Generalizations which did not, in the 
I judgment of the jury, qualify as a true fundamental concept 
according to the criteria were eliminated from the list. 
Concepts which the jury thought to be duplications or 
close similarities were combined or the concept which was most 
effectively worded was retained and the other eliminated. Each 
"i jury reworded any concepts which, in their opinion, required 
II such reworuing in order to improve clarity and c~prehen-
1 siveness. 
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·· '!'hose concepts which were classified as major by one jury lj 
and minor by the other were reconsidered and an ind.iviaua.l vote !J 
'I ,,
was taken from each of the six jurors. In this manner all con- ':1 
I) cepts were ultimately classed as being major or minor. 
.§!!12-Problem _g. The final list of fUndamental concepts, 
arrived at through the solution of sub-problem 1 of the 
deductive phase, was divided into two separate lists - one 
I, 
,, 
!) 
ll ,, 
I! 
'!I 
II These \j 
I· 
containing major concepts and the other minor concepts. 
final lists were then submitted to each of the six jurors for 
their individual evaluation. The jurors were instructed to 
rate each concept in terms of its suitability for use as a 
unit, or component part of a unit, of health instruction and 
in terms of its contribution to general education at the 
ll 
il 
!I 
!I 
I 
l 
I 
secondary level. Numerical ratings tTere assigned in accordance il ,, 
il with the following rating scalet 
1 ••• Not at all suited 
2 ••• Poorly suited 
3 • • . • Nei thor well nor 
4 • . • Well suited 
5 ••• Ideally suited 
poorly suited 
:1 
ll 
11 
il 
For statistical purposes the numerical ratings of each :j 
ot the two juries were considered separately and independently. !! 
1! 
Thus, t\'IO sets of ratings were available, one \'thich included ;! 
ii I• 
the evaluation of Jury I and another which embodied the 
ratings 9f Jury II. 
The sums of the three jurors' ratings, of both Jury I 
'I :I ,, 
,, 
if 
H ll !I 
and Jury II, on each individual concept were considered for 
) 
1 the purpose of determining the extent of agreements, or the 
degree of unanimity, bettoreen the ratings of the two juries. 
I Thus, each concept was assigned two separate scores or total ratings, one representing the evaluation of Jury I 
and the other representing the evaluation of Jury II. 
On the basis of these two separate total scores for 
all concepts, the reliability of the evaluations of the two 
juries was determined by computing the coefficient of cor-
. relation by the Pearson product-moment method. 
The coefficient of correlation between the ratings of 
Jury I and Jury II on the major concepts was .66 P.E. ~.02. 
The coefficient of correlation between the evaluations of 
Jury I and Jury II on the minor concepts tms .• 63 P.E.:!:: .02. 
These coefficients may be said to "show a marked 
relational trend"33 and t-rould seem to indic·ate a. rather 
close agreement in the. evaluations of the tlV'O juries and also 
suggest a relatively.high degree of reliability for the jury 
'technique. 
~-Problem 2· In order to provide an objective basis 
for the final ranking of both major and minor concepts, in the 
descending order of their importance for general education at 
33 Herbert Sorenson, Statistics For Students ~ 
Ps;rcholo~ ~ Education (New Yorlr: !-J:cGrat'V-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., 193 ), p. 276. 
the"aeeondary level, the numerical ratings ·or all six jurors 
were grouped together. The modal value for each of the con-
ceP.ts, in both the major and minor list·~. was 'determined 
from the six numerical ratings. . By this method each concept 
wa~ assigned its mode value, a discrete number from 1 to 5 
inclusive. 
On the basis of its mode rating each concept. ~~s. r~ked 
' 
in the order of its importance. Inasmuch as the mode was 
used to indicate the relative value of each concept, all . 
concepts fell ttithin some one of the five rank areas. Thus, 
a fUndamental concept having a mode of' 5 would rank in the 
upper one-fifth of all the concepts in that particular list; 
a concept with a mode of 3 would be ranked in the middle 
one-fifth,' and so' on. 
rlithin each of the five rank ar•eas of the list, those 
concepts \-;hich wore logically related with regard to subject 
matter content were grouped together to follow one another 
in sequential order. This was done to facilitate selection 
or concepts concerning related topics by teachers who wished 
to construct a un1 t, or part of a. unit, o.f health instruction. 
The range was determined for each group of ratings on 
each concept in order to provide information regarding the 
degree of unanimity of ratings. 
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The major concepts and the minor concepts were ranked 
separately and are presented in two individual tables in the 
following chapter. 
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I 
This chupter presents, in tabular form, the findings 
I 
I
I or results of the inductive nnd deductive phases of the 
1 
investigation. 
'.fo rGstute tile purpose of the study, it is to determine 
I 
1 and ra.nk in the orrler of tl1eir importance those fundamental 
concepts of healthful living v;hich are of functional value 
. in contributing to the general education of all secondary-
SChool puplis. 
1 ~ ma.,1or fundarr1ental .conc~pts. r.L'hose concepts v:hich 
l
j wez•e classified as major according to the procedure described 
in Chapter III are presented in ranked order in ~rable I or 
I
ll_. ~he i'ollowine; pages, 
'!'he reader should be m·;are of the fact that the n1ajor 
:/ 
-concepts are not so classified because they are more important 
than the minor concepts, but rather because they are wider in 
so::>pe and comprehensiveness. .As might be expected, the rami-
11 flcations of a major concept are more extensive in their 
1 universality than are those of a minor concept. However, it 
1 is well fol' the teacher to keep in mind thnt the classif'icu-
ji 
t --~-=~~ 
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~ __ }., 
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1, tion is based upon scope rnther than importance for general 
I education. The relative importance of each concept is readily 
apparent by its position on tho list. 
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TABLE I 
. . 
MAJOR FUNDAMENTAL CONGm?TS 0]' IIE.ALTHFUL LIVING 
HANKElJ IN THE DESC11NUING OHDEH 0~"' THEIR 
IMPO.HTAl'fCE ]'OR Gl!N'ERA.L .EDUCATION AT 
THE SECONDAh'Y~SCHOOL LEVEL 
!=============================== I . .. 
11 ·~~or Fundamental Concepts 
II .... , 
l1l. · ... 
I' Yile health of the individual is pro-
lt,eoted first• by proper personal hygiene~ I and second~ by the activities Of'· or~. 
1 gan~~ed govenunent in disease prevention~ 
I 2.! .. ~: 
1
1
, The~ 'work of health departments in general 
!
consists of medical services, control of 
health conditions; and educational and . 
l~~~~·lfcity services •. 
I!The United States Public Health Service is concerned with international quar-
.llantine, medical worl{ for certain groups, 
)domestic quarantine and the health 
jlaspects of interstate oomm.eroe, admin-
ilistration of funds for health worl~ to the 
!!states, and. maintenance of the National ~~ealth Insti tuto for extensive medical 
!ir~se,arch. ··.l~h~ :-~~rk of state departments of public i~ealth usually includes the establishment 
!Pt .standards for community health, con-
i~ucting investigations, maintaining . 
~a bora tories, maintaining hosp 1 tnls, con-
lP.ucting statewide progrruns for better 
health, rendering first aid, and carrying 
bn health education programs. 
!'~i: 
.· r ~~ 
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.i~nge Mode 
5-5 {5-5-5-5-5-5·} 
3-5 {3-5-5-5-5-5) 
5 
5 
( 41--;5-5-5-5-5) 5 
4-..5 5 {4-5-5-5-5-5) 
~ 
. ; II' '~ i. 
r! 
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Major Fundamental Concepts Range Mode 
City health departments work to protect and 4-5 5 
maintain the health or individuals by pro- (4-5-5-5-5-5) 
viding medical, dental, and nursing pro-
grams, clinics for diagnostic p~·poses, 
preventiQn and control of communicable 
diseases, maternal and child health pro-
grams, laboratory examinations, health 
education, vital statistics, control or 
f'ood end water supply, and sewage and 
~arbage disposal. · 
. 'The principal dangers of self-medication 
are, first, the medicine by giving tem-
porary relief, may keep the person taking 
it trom consulting a doctor for some 
serious condition which needs ~ediate 
medical attention; and second, the medi-
cine may contain druse to which a person. 
is allergic, or-which are dangerous or 
habit-forming. 
7 •. { 
It ia impossible to tell what medicine a 
person needs, if any, until a physician 
has determined the nature of the trouble. 
e.· . 
All .the systems of the body are inter-
dependent and the function of all systems 
is ~ecessary to maintain life. 
5-5 
(5-5·5-5-5-5) 
l-5 
(1-4-5-5-5-5) 
l-5 
( l-4-'~-5-5-5) 
~he .!torgans within the various systems per- l-5 
tor.m specific functions in the mainten- (1-3-5-5-5-5) 
ance or lifo. 
10.1 Fram ita onvi~onment the body must receive l-5 
tood, water, and oxygen in order to insure (l-4-4-5-5-5) 
growth and maintenance of every living body 
cell. 
11 •. : 
Thelbodily functions of digestion, secretio~ 2-5 
excretion, respiration, protective cover1nG,(2-3-4-5·5-5) 
,contractility, irritability, support, 
distribution and reproduction are necessary , . 
tor life maintenance. 
'",,) '( 
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5 
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5 
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Major Fundamental Concepts Range Mode 
~~======================================~=================i , -!: fEe. cell functions by taking in tood, 1-5 5 !i 
water, and air and giving off waste prod- ( 1_4_4_5_5_5 ) !i 
ucts, .bY carrying on dic;eation tor the " 
sustenance of life, and by reproducing 1 ts 1! 
kind. . 11 
t{r<'G ~ll living orguniSJl!S the hwnan body 1s 3-5 5 i: 
macie C)f living material called ,protoplasm. (3-3-1~-5-5_5 ) 
1-4dell 1 s the smallest unit of structure of l-5 5 
which any living thing is c~nposed. (1-4-5-5-5_5 ) rf~~ou~ the process ot mitosio new cells are 2•5 5 
;~r.med to replace worn-out colla. (2-3-4-5·5-5) 
~he .skeletal and muscular systems work l-5 5 
closely together and function to bring about(l-2-4-5-5-5) 
motion in different parts of the body, to 
'I 
il 
'I 
d 
\! 
II 
11 
tl 
I 
I 
I 
I give the bouy size and shape, and to protect 
delicate organs, 
li ' 
li ,, 
rlvoluntary m~cles function automatically, 1-5 5 
and ,they help to carry on vital processes. (1-3-4-5-5-5) 
18 •. :: 
The ·voluntary muscles of the body are 
subject to conscious control. 
1-5 5 
( 1-2-3-4-5-5) .. 
19. t Development and maintenance of muscles in 1-5 
;the best condition cannot be accomplished (l-4-4-5-5~5) 
1without adequate food, rest, and exe1·o1se. 
5 
20 • .'. [uscie fatigue results when action is 2-5 5 
Vigorous or prolonged and the blood is un- ( 2-4-4-5-5-5·) 
able to remove lactic acid as rapidly as it 
is ·formed causing an accumulation of this 
substance in the cells. 
21 •. '. 
!'The ;'oxygen needs ot the body are in pro- 2-5 portion to the amount and exte1~ ot muscular(2-3-4-5-5-5) 
activity. 
5 
' 22 ... ~ 
· 'l'he process of ossification requires that the 2-5 
•
1
child have pl"Oper diet and exercise._ (2-3-4-5-5-5) 
5 
1
23 ... 
Sk;ietal detects in structure and function 2-5 
1 y result tram malnutrition, disease, or (2-3-3-5-5-5) 
5 
~njury. 
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Major Fundamental Concepts Range Mode 
• 
Foo~ detects result from improperly fitting 2~5 
shoes~ fe.ul ty habits in the use of the root, ( 2-'~-4-5-5•5) 
weakened muscles due to illness or.disuae, 
~~~h~~editary causes. · 
5 
~oor posture may be caused by hereditary 
traits, improper diet, lack of rest and 
recreation, incorrectly designed rur-
nit,ure, poor muscle tone, mental and 
2•5 5 (2-5-5-5-5-5} 
emotional tensions, had habits of sitting, 
standing, and lying; and physical defects 
such as poor eyes1gnt, loss of hearing, or 
~~~.d~~eots. 
Posture 1s tmportant because it may 2-5 
~terially affect ~he physical, mental, and (2-4-4-5-5-5) 
social well-being of the individual. 
27 .. ;. ·,. 
5 
The functions of the circulatory systen are: l-5 5 
!1 (l) · the tranofer of fooas from the digeet1 ve (1-5-5·5-5-5) 
!
system to the'tissuea, (2) the·exchange ot 
oxygen and carbon dioxide, (3) the carrying · 
of waste products to the kidneys, (4) the' jtransfer of endocrine secretions from the 
ductless glands to the places where they are 
to be used, (5) the regulation of the heat 
of-the body, and (6) to aid in the develop-
,ment of immunity to disease. 
28. < ; 
Through the circulatory system food and 
,oxygen are carried to all parts of the 
body and waste products of theoells are 
removed. 29. ; . 
1-5 
(1-4-5-5-5-5) 
5 
Blood flo·ws through the kidnr.J;s in the 
renal circulation where wastea are 
removed for release from the body~ 
1-5 5 
30. < ' 
Through the portal circulation the blood 
gives up·a~e of its nutrients to the 
liver for storage and taltes up waste 
. materials. 
(1-4-4-5-5-5) 
l-5 5 
(1-3-4-5-5-5) 
31. < •• 
Through the systemic circulation the blood l-5 
I carries nutrients and oxygen_ to the extremi- ( 1-3-'~-4-5~5) 
1ties ot the body and returns carbon dioxide 
and other waste products. 
'it 
·;,Major Fundamental Concepts 
32. I : 
Through the pulmonary circulation carbon 
dioxide and oxygen are exchanged in the 
lungs.,, 
33. ', . 
Range liode 
1-5 5 
(1-2·3-5-5-5) 
The circulatory function is carr~d out by 1•5 5 
the heart, the blood, and the blood vessels, (1-4-5-5-5-5) 
in addition to the lumphatio system. · · 
34. 
'11s.sue tluid, or lymph, circulating through 1-5 5 
!the lymphatic vessels, talces up waste (1-3-4-5-5-5) terials and baoteria and assist in pro-
viding tood and oxygen for the cells. 
35., : ' 
'rhe mart is a hollow muscular organ which 
pumps the blood through the blood vessels 
from before birth until <leath. 
' 36. 
1-5 5 
( 1-2-3•1~-5-5) 
The heart rate is affected by the extent ·l-5 5 
and degree or physical activity, age, sex, (1-4-5-5-5-5) 
size.·.of heart, and emotions .. 
31·· ' ~h& function of the heart is to maintain 1-5 5 
life through its action in keeping the (1-3-4-5-5-5) 
.blood flowing steadily throughout the body. 
' r ee ., ;. . 
' . " 
ear't disorders are frequently due to a 3·5 5 
lack :of proper Cal~e in childhood and youth. ( 3-4-4-4-5-5) . 
J?~~Y to the heart during ~r following an 3-5 5 
int&otious disease usually is caused by the (3-4-4-5-5-5) 
~o1sonous effect on the heart and blood jveasels of toxins produced by the germs, 
ja..O.<l. by the.. extra worlc roquired of the heart 
~n'helping the body to overcome the infec-
f1on; · jD~~~ which affect the heart are extremely 
~owe~ful in their action and should be 
j:~~:n only under medical supervision • 
. ~emia may be caused by a lack of red 
· jporpusclas, insufficif.mt hem:'lglobin in red 
corpuscles, hemorrhage, acute and chronic 
· ntections, or certain organic diseases, 
4-5 5 
(4-5-5·5-5-5) 
2-5 5 
(2-4-5-5-5-5) 
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erythrocytes, or red cello, of the blood ·['I 
Ma~or Fundamental Concepts Range 
is tl;lot of carrying oxygen fl'om the lungs (1-?-.4-5~5-,5) ,i 
to the bouy cells and the transport of . i! 
oar.bon dioxide from the cells to the lungs. 11 
/1-.3. ' li lM~ of the general infections are aocom- · 1-5 5 )I 
panied by an increaae in the number · ot :l 
wh1;te cells in the blood; thus, a high (1-4-4-5-5-5) J' 
count ot white cells indicates that 1nfeo- !.'! 
~:~ exists somewhere in the body. 1: 
~:.Th~uigeoti ve processas change raw food 1 ... 5 5 I 
::::~!=l~~t~y s~~:i~a;1:~~em:~~~~!~~~s ( 1-5-5-5-5-5) ~~~~ 
which may be used by the cells of the body. 
UPt!lstion is carried out by the organs 1-5 5 
1
/ 
making up the digestive tract, or alimentary (1-4-5-5-5-5) 
canal, including the mouth, esophagus, . I', 
stomach, small intestine, and the large 
intestine in addition to cooperating organs I 
out$ide the digestive tract, incluuing the 1
1 
sal·ivary glands, pancreas, and the liver. /'1. 
462 Digested toods are taken up by the process 1-5 5 jl 
of .=~bsorption into the cLi.1 cule.ry system tor ( 1-3-4-5-5-5) 11 tr81l~PO.L'tat1on to the cells • 1j n\7~stion is a.rrected by the type or rood. 1-5 51 Iea~en, emotions, tatigue, stren~ous exercise (1-4-5-5-5-5) ~ediately before or after eat1ng, and by 
the sidlt, odor. and taste of rood. [j 
'4$,'. ~ • . 
Th• body requires rood to furnish energy l-5 5 11 
tot heat movement, ani thought i to help ( 1-5-5-5-5-5) 1 
build b~dy tissues for gro\~h and repair; 
an; to help in the chemical process of fo~~ing secreti~ns necessary to regulate 
body functions and to protect health. 
F~·d is utilized by the body through the 
metabolic processes including dieestion, 
absorption assimil~tion, oxidation, and 
' . e~cretion. · 
... ·,,~ 
·.'r:. 
l-5 
(1-4-5-5-5-5) 
5 
Concepts Hange Mode 
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ji 
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=su:==============='! •,.: 'I 1'h~ body requires, in addition to vitamins l-5 5 ll an~ mineral:-;, carbohydrates and fats • for ( l-5-5-5-5-5) II 
ene,rgy; proteins, for building, repair, and 1'.1' 
, s~e energy; alkaline and acid residues, tor k:e~p1ng the reaction of the body fluids !: ne~ly neutral; tiber, for st!:mulating the II' 
in~estines;. water, for aiding in chemical 1, 
oh~nges, elimination, temperature regulation 
anq other body processes. ~ 
51J 1:, Dietary needs of the individual vary with 1•5 5 · di~ferences in digestion and metabolism, ( 1-4-5-5-5-5) !/ 
as•, sex, height and weight, area of body !: 
su;,;face, activity, temperature of the ii 
· e.a.yironment, nature of clothing, and mental I' ~~~ physical hea_l th. J1 
J ~I Good nutrition results trom eating all the 1•5 5 I 
essential tooa elements in the amounts ( 1-'~-5-5-5-5) 
~~quired tor growth, energy 1 and health. I! 
BJt proper food selection we may prevent or 4·5 5 -.. jj c~e diseases and oondi tiona caused by a ( 4-4-5-5-5-5) 11/ 
laok of one or more essential food el~ents • 
. 5~. i[ 
. A~,good natural complexion, good posture, 1-5 5 · 
1
1 
ti:r.m muscles, and normal resistance to (1-3-4-5-5-5) ~~·~· 
tatigue and infection are all dependent upon 
· · good nutrition. 
. I' ~?. ~tetio ·fads and fallacies usually have no 4-5 5 · 1! ~ ( ) ~ 
. sqientific basis tor justification and are 3-4-4-5-5-5 •1 
·· ott en detrimental to good nutri t1on. 11 
r: f:rge amounts at protein foods are needed 2-5 5 il 
p~rticularly durl ng childhood as growth and ( 2-3-3-5-5-5) 11 
. ~e~air materials. 11 
·, . v~ wnins 1n the diet are essential to lite 2-5 5 11 
. af1d growth and normal functioning ot the ( 2-3-5-5·5-5) 1
1
1
1 ' btdy. . 5 • !,:11 
• I sufficient vitamins in the diet may result 4-5 5 I. 
1h a lack ot optimum health. (4-4-5-5-5-5) 
59. 
~ficiency diseases are caused by a lack of 3-5 
V1twnins. (3-3-4-5-5-5) 
5 
I· 
' 
% 
Ma~or Fundamental Concepts Range Mode 
1/ 
/I 
.I 
il 
. " . I! 
:I 
!, 
~r.======================================================= j, 
f • •;~ . II 
Proper amounts of bulky substances, or 1-5 5 !I 
"roughage," in the diet stimulate intes- (1-3-5-5-5 ... 5) I 
tinal muscles and thus aid in the elimina- 1,1
1 . ~I~~i or waste from the large intestine. ·jl 
Hee.tr and other forms of energy in the body ,1-5 5 . I ~r1 e developed through the oxidation ot (l-4-5-5-5-5) 11 62~~fted food in the cells. 11 
Ga.inlng weight may be accomplished by cor- 4-5 5 li rec~ing pllysi cal defects • longer hours of ( 1~-4-5-5-5-5) il 
sleep, a balanced progrum or exercise and 
1
·/ 
relaxation, anu the addition of more cal• 
or1e.e to the diet with:.Jut increasing food J! 
t .. ,,._!~.~· .. ~ 
A.' sJ.'re and e!'!'ecti ve method of reducing 4-5 5 I: we1~1t is through the proper control of (~4-5-5-5-5) / 
the';oalorio intake ·in the diet. 
1 G4.,~} II 
Under\veigb.t may be caused by malnutrition, (-,:~4~5_5_5_5 ) 5 'I illness, emotional stress, glandular J 1 
disturbance, or a focal infection. !I 
65 •. ~ The\,~body continually eliminates wastes 1-5 5 j 
thr9ugb the kidneys, skin, alimentary (1-5-5-5·5-5) 
~5~1, and lungs. 11 
The;lliver stores materials, excretes wastes, 1-5 5 lj 
and1manufactures and secretes substances (l-3-4-5-5-5) /l 
we+;h aid in digestion and absorption. il 
Thel flow o!' perspiration helps to regulate 1-5 · 5 ~~~~~ 
bodlr temperature and to help rid the body ( 1-2-3-4-5-5) 
ot·,wastes~ 1• ~ ~ The kidneys function in filtering out a 1-5 5 
le.»ge emount ar water, w:w, and other salts (1-4-4-5-5-5) !j 
from the blood, and passes these materials, ;1 
. in ithe form of urine, to the bladder tor 11, 
elimination. II 
69. ~ 
Adequate intake of water helps in main• l-5 5 li 
taining the proper functioning of the ( 1·3-4-5-5-5) /1
1
! 
_kidneys. 
~ ~ :~~i\'~, [i I ~ 
-~ 
r~~ .~ ;\,~ 
, ... ·",.t\1''1' Ill ·}~~,~· ' :; ! . ~: ~·~· 
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.. ,lt~jor F\lndrunental concepts 
il 
II 
'I !) 
~i 
1! 
!i 
~~-------------------------=-------------------------------- ,, 1 •/ rl The. urinary syotem rids the body of l ts 3•5 5 \1 ~t:rble n1 trogonoun weote products. ( 3-4-5-5-5-5) Jl 
Res~lar habi ta of el1m1nnt1on may bo G..\'1 2-5 5 \1 
1mporta~t factor in the provont1on of (2-3-4·5-5-5) i 
co~t1pnt1on. 1 12~ 1 Con.~. t1n~t1on mav result from a lack of 2-~ 5 I 
vi tJlmin n. or collulooe 1n tho diet, in- ( 2-4:4-5-5-5) ~~-
sut'f1c1ent l'Ta.tor 1ntnl:E:J, 1nsuff1o1ont 1 ox~·o1oe, fnt1guo, omot1onnl upset, or ·1 I ~~lure to hood the impulse of_dofocation. / 
Th., 1ntn1'e of t-mtor, correct diet, exer- 1·5 5 1 
c11:\o, good muoclo tons in the abdo:n1nnl ( 1-3·5·5-5-5) II 
Walla, r.;oo<1 mont!ll health, an~1 attention 11 to~·-· ervous st1;nul1 created by tho presence !j 
of·. ~·aces in the colon are a.ll factors !n 11 ~-nt~1n1ng regularity of bowel el1o1nat1?n• /1 
Th.; ut1e or laxn.t1voa, or ca.thart1co• 1s em 2•5 5 \11 
u.ndosira.ble, art1f1c1al, t\nd nomotimeo (2-4-4-5-5-5) 
dati[~orouo measure in dealing with con-'t~:/'a. tion. · .l Co~pera.tion bett'leon tho organs in tho bodY 2•5 5 II 
1af controlled by tho nervous nyotem nnd ( 2-4~5~5-5-5) :
1
tj 
secretions of the endocrine gls.nds. 7~ !J . Q.r• 1'1 
' I Enlloor1ne soorot1onn oxort n nrofound 3-5 5 11 
- "! 
1n!lucnco on tho n.ppoc.Y'ance, bo{iy p:rooenaes, !1 
an mcntr1l and e::-:otiono.l functionn of ( :]-4-5-5-5-5) :1 
1n .1v1r~u~le tt:1 thout 'tho:·,lselverJ undergoing .~,,,~ W, ch~.nso 1n form. .. 
1f ~ n~tm1rAt1on consiota of t't'ro orocossen: an- l-5 5 1  
e,Cci:,anp:e or oxye;cn nnd. carbon <Uox1de ( 11"1$•5-5-5-5) I' 'b~t\toen the limgn en1 tho at~·1on~;hore, called ;/ 
e~ornal rosp1ra.t1on: Rnd a s1miln.r exchongo li 
b breen tho bloor1 e.nd the tinnuoa, cnllod 11 
\ ~ornn.l r-osp1rntion. :( 
I li 
A y. fn:tlu:r-e o:f the bor:iy to secure suff1- 1-5 5 d 
c ~nt air may reeul t in mcntnl rotorda- ( l-2-3-4-5-5) ![ 
t on, 1!:1porfect nutrition, o.nd, 1n !i 
eitromo oaoen, aepbyx1at1on. :J 
'I 
:.\ 
1'lajor Fundamental Concepts 
79. 
Inspired air flowing over the nasal 
mucous membrane is wa1~ed to body tempera-
ture, moistened, and freed of impurities. 
80. 
l~bitual mouth breathing endangers health 
ana may also seriously interfere with the 
normal development of the teeth and jaw 
bone. 
81. 
• m E'RPSF !!?M"!F'I! 
Mode 
- 1-5 5 (1-2-3-5-5-5) 
. l-5 5 (1-3-4-5-5-5) 
rlespiratory diseases may result from nasal 4-5 5 
obstructions, environmental conditions, (4-5-5-5-5•5) 
allergens, infections of various types, 
anu certain chronic conditions. 
82. 
The common cold is an acute infection of 
the nose or throat caused by a filterable 
virus which lllD.Y be prolonged and com-
plicated by a secondary invasion of the . 
micro-organisms. 
83. 
Prevention of colds depends upon proper 
diet, avoidance of infection, and general 
resistance of the body. 84. . 
The most dnngerous after effect of a 
cold or an attack of influenza is lowered 
body resistance to pneumonia and tuber-
culosis. 
85.· 
4•5 5 (4-5-5-5-5-5) 
4-5 5 
. ( 4~5-5-5-5-5) 
4-5' . 5 (4-s-s.;.s-s-s> 
The· skin functions in protecting the body, l-5 5 
in regulating body temperature, in pro- (1-5·5-5-5•5) 
viuing sensations of pressure, pain, heat, 
cold, and in eliminating wastes. 
86. 
In addition to capillaries, lymph vessels, 1-5 5 
and ne1~es, the derma contains sebaceous (1-3-4-5-5-5) 
glands, which secrete oil; sweat glands, which 
. release perspiration; and hair folliolest or 
: ·,, b~~Y tubes, from which hair grows. 
The health of the skin depends upon proper l-5 5 
diet, adequate sleep, exercise, and sun- (1-5-5-5-5-5) 
shine, and upon keeping the skin clean 
and invigorated by frequent bathing. 
, ... 
\ .'_.·t''llo 
Ha.jor Fundamental Concepts Range Node 
II 
/i 
1/ 
II 
li-
d 
il 
I 
~~--------------------------------------------------------' 88. I, The skin requires regular bathing to 1-5 5 11 
remove accumulated secretions, dirt, and ( 1-4~4-5-5-5) i. 11 
bacteria from the openings of the many , 
imbedded sweat glands• and also. to e;et· il 
rid of the scaly, dead epithelial cello 1/ 
which form on the surface. 111 
89. . 1 
The sweat glands of the skin form per- · 1~5 5 .1 
opire.tion by extracting water and small (1-3-4-5-5-5) 1~ 
quantities of urea, salt, and other sub- 1/ 
stances from the blood. li 
9o. I! 
Skin disorders are caused by abnormal ( 4-5 . 5. ~~-~~-
pigmentation.or outgrowths from the 4-5-5-5-5-5) 
•. ! sltin, reactions to pressure, infections ! 
of oil glands and. hair follicles, fungus I 
infections, allergens, animal pa.re.si tes · !!.~.1. and other inflammations. (J.i• sensations are received through 1-5 · 5 -~~~ 
';receptors, or endings of sensory (1-2-3-4-5-5). 
11 
·neurons, in the sense organs. lj 
92. ·11 
·Circulation of the blood helps to keep 1-5 · 5 '11 
the temperature of the body uniform. ( 1-3-l~-5-5-5) . 
1
1 
93. ' ' 1·1 1l'he act of seeing involves tho eyes, the· i-5 · 5 
visible object, the light by· l'thioh the · (1-2-4-5-5-5) !1
1 
·object is made. visible, and the brain 11 l'thich interprets t>that is seen. \1 
I 94. I 
. Professional persons of three types care 4-5 5 '[ 
; for eye disorders: the oculist, or (4-5-5-5-5-5) lr 
, opthalmologist, who is trained to deal i,l 
;;,.,ith all forms of eye disorders; the i 
:optometrist, who is trained to measure 1
1
,11 
, :refractive errors a.nd to prescribe 
; glasses; ana., the optician, who is a li 
1 specialis.t in the grinding of lenses. il !;N~~infectious eye disorders may be 2-t5 . 5 II 
j~ by eyestrain, faulty diet, accidental ( 2-3-1~-5-5-5~ !'I 
i: injury, exposure to strong SWllight 1 
!i or high winds, or by disease in some I 
!'other part of the body. · !I 
\l 
Major Fundamental Concepts 
9 • 
Conditions necessary tor good hearing 
include nn open ear canal, freedom of 
the drum membrane and bones of the middle 
ear to vibrate, freedom or the auditory 
tube to open, receptors in condition to 
receive stimuli, tho nerve's ability to 
transmit impulses, and the ability of the 
hearing centers in the brain to register 
nnd interpret sound. 
97. . 
The chief function of the teeth is to . 
prepare foods by biting, grinding, and. 
cutting, for the process of digestion·. 
98. . . 
Tooth decay may be caused by a variety of 
factors, including heredity, diet, occlu-
sion, mineral content of' water, an excess 
of certain bacteria in the saliva, and 
neglected oral hygiene. 
99. 
Control of dental decay involves 
good nutrition in early life, daily 
cleansing, and periodic inspection by a 
'• dentist with cleaning and repair 1f 
necessary. 
100. 
Thd diet of the mother before childbirth 
and or the growing child is an tmportant 
factor in the development or sound teeth. 
101 • 
. , The nervous system Cl .. eates mento.l activity 
und controls and regulates the action of 
, tho muscles, organs, and blood vessels. 
102. 
Tte brain linlcs all sensory impulses 
together, gives meening to them, ~nd cnusos 
the indi viliunl to act e.ccor dingly. . 
103. 
1-lnrcotics slow down nerve action while 
stimulants accelerate nerve activity. 
104. 
The primary danger present in the use of 
narcotics, or drugs, is their habit-
forming power. 
Range Mode 
1•5 5 (l-3-4-5-5-5) 
l-5 5 (1-3-'4-5-5-5) 
1-5 5 (1-4-5-5-5-5) 
1•5 5 
(1-5-5-5-5-5) 
2-5 5 (2-5-5-5-5-5) 
2•5 5 
(2-4-5-5-5-5) 
2•5 5 
(2-3-4-5-5-5) 
3-5 5 
(3-4-5-5-5-5) 
4-5 5 
(4-5-5-5-5-5) 
nr nrrrrrsr., r r r: TW'IIIl.tf'f'ftit:iW"ttw*rw 
l~jor Fundamental Concepts Range Mode 
To • 
The habitual use or alcohol tends to 
reuuoe the consumption of foods with the 
result that the body fails to obtain 
adequate nutrition. 
106. 
2-5 
(2~4~5-5-5-5) 
Caffeine, usually taken in coffee, tea, 3•5 
and some soft drinks, is a nerve and heart (3-4-5-5-5-5) 
stimulant in addition to increasing activity · 
of the kidneys. 
107. ' 
Personality is a summation of a person's 
physical, mental, and ~otional ohar-
actcri sties.· 
108. ' 
It 'is within the power of individuals to 
stimulate desirable emotions and to curb 
undesirable ones. 
109. 
5-5 
(5~5~5~5~5~5) 
5-5 
(5-5-5-5-5~5) 
Physical defects may affect an individual's 3·5 
me~tal health, just as mental defects may (3-5-5-5-5-5) 
.result in certain physical manifestations. 
110. 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Uiseases are caused by ger.ms, or micro- l-5 5 (1~5-5-5-5-5) . ol~ganisms, which inolw e many kinds of bacteria, _viruses, minute animals, molds, 
anq. yeasts. 
111. 
An infected per~.;on may transm.i t germs from 1-5 
his skin, from any of the body openings,.or (l-5-5-5-5-5) 
in.any of the excretions or secretions from 
the body. 
112. 
· Seriousness of infection depends upon the 2•5 
ki~d, number, ana virulence of germs in (2-5-5-5-5-5) 
addition to the kind, amount, and resistance 
of tissues involved. 
113. 
Disease germs may enter the body by way of l-5 
the delicate membranes surrounding the eyes,(l-4-5-5-5-5) 
the respiratory tract, the digestive_tract, 
th~ skin, and the genitourinary system. 
114 .. 
Most disease germs cannot liv e without 
warmth, moist~e, food and .darkness, 
l-5 
(1-4-4-5-5-5) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Najor Fundamental Concepts 
• 
Resistance to some communicable 
diseases depends upon the presence in 
the body of antibodies which may be 
manufactured by the body, or brought 
to the body from some other person or 
from an animal in which they have been 
~l%~uced artifically. 
Sleep is necessary for the human body to 
recover from the effects of nerve and 
muscle fatigue. 
d 117. 
:~ Chronic or continued fatigue may be 
associated with infection and disease, 
improper hygiene, overwork, mental and 
emotional upsets, or undernutrition. 
118. 
Exercise aids circulation, increases 
bre~thing rate, increases the rate of 
oxidation, stimulates secretion of 
perspiration, improves muscle tone, aids 
digestion and elimination, improves heat 
regulation, and is conducive to good 
, mental health. 
ii 119. 
1: In man the prolonged period of parental 
jl care makes family life desirable. · 
I I; 120. 
1' The ·functions of the sex glandsi or 
!'gonads, are to produce germ eel s and 
li manufacture hormones. 
!i 121. 
'li At puberty the reproductive organs mature 
1and .begin function resulting in many 
jl physical, mental, and emotional changes 
1: tthich extend over several years for both 
l'i boys and girls. ; 122. 
I[ PerJ.odica.lly, under the influence of certain 
J;hormone, an aii,ditional supply of blood is 
li sent to the inner lining of the uterus; if 
/1 fertilization has not occurred, the excess 
1
11 blood is discharged from the uterine blood 
,vessels in the menstrual process 
I 123. 
I ~~The characteristics of the child depends upon 
1
1 
the determiners, or genes, in the egg and 
1: sperm cells. 
r! 
I ~ 
II 
ii f 
II ;, 
I' 
rrrrrmmrn?TP? m 
Range r-1ode 
2-5 5 
(. 2:75::o5:5::-5-5) 
1-5 5 
(1-4-4-5-5-5) 
. 2-5 5 
(2-3-4-5-5-5) 
1-5 5 
(1-5-5-5-5-5) 
4:..5 5 
(4-5-5-5-5-5) 
3-5 5 (3-4-5-5-5-5) 
4-5 5 
( 1+-5-5-5-5-5) 
3-5 5 
(3-5-5-5-5-5) 
3-5 5 
(3-5-5-5-5-5) 
I 
I 
II h 
il 
II 
!I 
a 
II 
II I 
!I 
II 
!I 
I 
'i 
Major Fundamontnl Concepts I~nge l!ode 
• 
The mother's health has an tmportant 
influence upon the offspring. 
5-5 5 (5-5-5-5-5-5} 
125. 
'.l'he first and most important purpose r£ 
sex ia the biological continuance of the 
race. 
4-5 5, (4-5-5-5-5-5) 
126. 
Venereal infections arise alm~st entirely 
from promiscuous or casual sexual rela-
tionships. 
127. 
4-5 
(4-5-5-5-5-5) 
The combination or physical, mental, and 4-5 
emotional characteristics in one person is (4-5-5-5-5-5) 
always different from the combination in 
another person; thus, each individual has 
his own particular health needs. 
128. 
Inflammation and irritation of the gums may 2•5 
be caused by malocclusion, faulty dental ( 2-5-5-5-5-5) 
work, the accumulation of tartar around the 
neck ot a tooth, lack of vitamin C in the 
diet, careless use of dental :floss or tooth• 
brush, and infectious diseases such as 
pyorrhea and Vincente' Angina. 
129. 
-\11 human beings originate as a single 3·5 
fertilized egg produced by the union of two (3-4-5-5-5-5) 
sex cells. 
130. 
5 
5 
I . 
5 
5 
Heredity establishes the framework and 4-5 5 
maxiril.um development ot the individual; and ( 4-5-5-5-5-5) · 
environment, acting on the material supplied 
by heredity, determines how :far development 
shall go. . 
131. 
Each individual possesses physical, mental, 5-5 5 
and emotional characteristics which determin~S-5-5-5-5-5) 
his personality; these characteristics may be 
inherited or acquired through education and 
experience. 
132. 
Individuals do not inherit disease but may 
inherit cell weaknesses, or tendencies, 
Which make them susceptible to certain 
diseases. 
~.., .. t~n llniv,.r<:ity 
School of Educt~~uon 
Library ---
5-5 
(5-5-5-5-5-5} 
5 
l;!a.jor Fundamental Concept e Range Mode 
133. 
Lite expectancy depends on age race, 
Gox, occupation, climatic conditions, and 
heredity. 
134. 
Different degrees of mental ability as 
woll.as some forms of feeble.;.mindedness 
are. 1nher1ted. 
4-5 5 
( 4-5-5-5-5-5) 
' 2"'!5. 5 
(2-3-4-5-5-5) 
135. i~e·thods or preventing infection include 3-5 . . 5 
those oar~ied out by public health officials (3-5-5-5-5-5) 
and private physicians, end those carried · 
out· by people for themselves. 
136. . 
J?reventabl.e diseases are those diseases from 4•5 5 
which people can be protected.by 1mmun1za- (4-5-5-5-5•5) 
tion, sanitary or aseptic conditions, proper 
food selection, cheillicul products, serums, 
organic extracts, drugs, or surgery. 
137. 
Tbe antigen-antibody reaction is the basis 
of all vaccine treatment. 
138. 
The body's first line of defense against 
disease is the army of white blood cells, 
or leucocytes, which attack ariy bacteria 
or foreign particles in the blood. 
3-5 
(3-5-5-5-5-5) 
1-5 
(1-5-5-5-5-5) 
139. 
Modern hospitais afford the instruments 3·5 
and laboratory equipment necessary for (3 4 5 5 5 5) 
making accurate diagnosis, the devices for - - - - -
medical and sul•gical tr~e.tment proved to 
· be useful and safe, and staffs of physicians 
und surgeons who are skilled in their chosen 
specialties.· 
140. 
Symptoms besides pain which require a 2-5 
physician's at tent ion al~e abnormul tempera- ( 2-5·5-5-5-5) 
ture; skin rashes; rapid loss of weight; 
blood in the sputum, urine, or stools; 
marked increase or decrease in urination; 
unusual discharges from any part of the 
body; the failure of a sore to heal; or a 
lump or growth in body tissues. 
141. 
"~very individual regardless of age• should 
have periodic health examinations. 
l-5 
(1-5-5-5-5-5) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Major Fundamental Concepts Henge 
142. 
One ot the moat ~portant factors in the 2-5 
successful treatment of disease is· early ( 2-5-5·5-5-5) 
recognition. 
143.· 
Detects that cannot be corrected may be 4•5 
compensated for in planning one's way of (4-4·5-5-5-5) 
living and one's vocation. 
144 •. 
The chief' dangers against which the 1-5 
family food supply must be guo.rded are the (1-3-5-5-5-5.) 
adulteration of foods with hnmful sub-
stances, poisonous sprays on fruits and 
vegetables, and disease parasites, bacteria, 
and the products of bacterial gr~:th. 
145. 
By pasteurizing milk all disease bacteria l-5 
are destroyed and only a fraction of other (1-3-4-5-5-5) 
harmless bacteria present remains alive. 
146 .. 
The two main purposes of first aid are: 2•5 
(l) to have sufficient knowledge to (2-5-5-5-5-5) 
deter.mine the extent and seri~usness or an 
injury or sudden illness, and (2) to give 
proper first-aid care after the needs are 
determined. 
147. 
Mode 
5 
5_ 
5 
5 
5 
It is essential that the first-aider knovr 
what not to do as well as what to do in 
case of accident or injury. 
2~5 .5 (2-3-3-5-5-5) 
148. Shock is a condition in which the body 
processes are retarded or depressed and 
is brought on by injuries, poisoning, 
severe bleeding, burns, suffocation, and 
strong emotions. 
149. 
Organs are composed of tissues and they 
are adapted to special functions ot life. 
150. 
Cells that are specialized in pe'rtormins 
one certain function for the body combine 
to to~ tissues; there are as many kinds 
ot tissues as there are cells. 
2 ... 5 
( 2-4-l~-5-5-5) 
1-5 
(1-2-3-4-4-5) 
3-5 
( 3-3-l~-4-5-5) 
5 
4 
4 
........ _ --··-· 
~ Major Fundamental Concepts Range Mode ~' 
£ 
~: ,,, 
• s One cell may exist alone and do every- 1-4 4 
r~~~g tor itself in maintaining lite. (1-2-3-4-4""!4) 
Muscles are arranged in pairs s~ that 3-5 4 
one opposes the action of another. (3-3-4-4-4-5) 
153. 
All muscle cells, which make up the 1-5 - 4 
i~~:les, are capable of contracting. (1-3-4-4-4-5) 
G~od muscle tone is essential tor g~od 1-5 4 
~~~~ure and tor physical fitness, ( 1-2-3-4-4-4) 
A muscle works, or contracts, by becoming 1-~ 4 
shorter and thicker so that its two ends (1-2- -4-4-4) 
i~~~brought closer together. 
The rate of growth and the composition of 1-4 4 
bones change throughout life. (1-2-3-4-4.:.5) 
157. 
Bones are held together at the joints by 3-~ 4 
bands of tough, inelastic connective tissue(1- - -4-4-5) 
called ligamenta. 
158. 
The red corpuscles and leucocytes of the 1-5 4 
blood are for.med in the marrow of the (1-2-3-4-4-5) 
large bones. 
159. 
The rate of the heartbeat is regulated by 4-5 4 
the autonomic nervous system, and there- (4-4-4-4-5-5) 
tore is affected by the e~tions. 
160. 
Blood pressure depends upon the force of 3-5 4 
the heart and the size and position of (3-4-4-4-5-5) 
the vessels and the stage of the pulse 
c~cle, 1 l. 
The liver and spleen both aid in changing 1-4 4 
worn-out red blo~d cells into subste.nc&s (1-2-3-4-4~4) 
that can be used again in the body. 
16~. 
Lymph nodes assist in protecting the body l-5 4 
through their action on bacteria and througb(1-4-4-4-5-5) 
the building of white blood cells. 
Major Fundamental Concepts 
lo3 .. 
Dlood clots normally on the surface of 
the body and within the body, except 
1t~in the circulatory system. 
The.ly.mph which bathes the cells is pro-
duced by the til tering of some ot the .· 
blood plasma through the capillary walls. 
165. The .general condition. of the arteries 
iR amajor factor in the aging process. 
166. l~rdening ot the arteries is a renult of 
the loss ot elasticity ·ot the fibers in 
the arterial walls, thus curtailing the 
blood supply to various parts of the body. 
167~ 
Hwnophilia is an hereditary condition in 
which the blood fails to clot when the 
skin or mucous membrane is broken. 
168~ . 
Chemioal digestion is brought about by 
enzymes, manufactured and secreted by 
glands at various points along the 
dige'stive tract, which cause food sub-
stances to undergo chemical changes with-
out combining chemieally with the food 
or
6 
undergoing any c.hanges themselves. 
1 9~ . . 
The extent of digestion and absorption 
in the amall intestine is determined to 
some. extent by the length of the intes-
tine and the amount of time that rood 
remains in it. 
170. 
Alcohol and certain poisons are absorbed 
directly into the blood stream tram the· 
stomach. 
171. 
~ The individual's energy requirements 
vary. with age, sex, body weight, and the 
amount and kind ot work done. 
172. 
Body weight is closely related to, 
inheritance, age, height, and sex. 
Range Mode 
. ( _2-4 ) 4 z.;. 3-4-l~-~+-4 
·l-5 4 (l-2-4-4-4-5) 
l-5 4 
( l-'l-4-'~-5-5) 
2•5 . 4 ( 2-3-lJ-4-4-5) 
1-5 . 4 (1-4-4-4-5-5) 
1•4 4 (1-2-3-4-4-4) 
1-4 4 ( 1-3-3-l~-4-4 ) 
2-5 4 
( 2-3-'+-4-l~-5 ) 
3-5 4 
(3-4-4-4·- 5 - 5) 
Major Fundamental Concepts Range Mode 
• 
Human and animal excreta are dangerous 
beoause they may contain the_parasites 
or microorganisms which cause,intestinal 
\i,pf.ases. 
The.colon retains rood wastes until most 
or the water is absorbed from them and 
they, are ready to be el~inated tram the 
body in oompurati voly solid fOilll. 
175. ' 
l-4 .. : 4 (1-2-3-4-4-4) 
The blood carries the secretions tram the 1-5 4 
endocrine, or ductless, glands to cells, (1-2-3-4-4-5) 
tissues, and organs in all parts or the ; 
body. . 
176. . 
The process or breathing includes inspira- 1·5 · 4 
tion, or breathing in, and expiration, or (1-4-4-4-4-5) 
breathing out; these functions follow one 
another in regular or rhythmic, suc-
cession. 
177. 
Both in.1nspirnt1on and in expiration, the l-5 ·· 4 
lungs are passive,. with the diaphragm and (l-3-4-4-4-5) 
the chest muscles doing most of the work. 
178. 
The rate and depth of breathing are 3-5 
regulated automatically by a control -center (3-1+-ll-'+-5-5) 
in the brain which is extraordinarily 
sensitive to variations in the carbon 
dioxide content of the blood. 
179. 
Noi'mal tonsil and adenoid tissue functions 2-4 4 
in screening out baoteria·and destroying (2·3-4-4-4-4) 
them·. 
180. Color, texture, and quality of the skin 
is a good indication of general physical 
oondition. 
181. 
The senses function inhruping the body to 
oarry on a variety of activities. 
182. 
Ultraviolet rays, acting on any part of 
skin• affect the whole body. 
1-5 4 
(l- 2-3- 4-1+-5) 
1-5 4 
( l-3-4-'~-l•-5) 
2-5 4 
(2-3-'~-4-4 - 5 ) 
~jor Fundamsntal Concepts 
183. 
The large number or S\vee.t glands in . 1•5 . . 4 
the s~in and the network ot capillaries (1-2-3-4-4-5) 
help keep body t~peraturo normnl. 
181•• ' 
,~a porsp1rnt1on evnporntes trom the 1•5 4 
skin, it cools the surface ot the body; thus(l-3·4-4-4-5) 
the greater the evaporation• the greater is 
the cooling ertect. 
185. .. 
The·mn1ntene.nce ot a fairly even body 1-5 4 
te~erature iB necessary to health. (1-2·3-4-4-5) 186. . 
lleat is·constvntly produced in all the 1-5 4 
colla ot tho bouy by tho oxidnti:>n of (1-:3-h-'~·'J-5) 
food. 
187. 
Tue eyes can be usou continuously• uUl·ing 1·4 4 
normal waking hour a. w1 thout boo:>m1ng (l~ 2 -3-4·1~..1~) 
fatigued 11' they are used unuor pl::lper 
conditions. 
lC8. 
l.z·J.~ora ot retraction ariso trom a variety l-5 4 
or conditions, but usually booauae the (l-3·4·4-4e5) 
oyobull 1o too short or too long fr~ 
front t~ back, or beonuao the crystalline 
lena loses its elasticity. 
109. 
lles1clos detects in the structure ot the l-4 4 
eye which cause errol'S of refraction, the CL-3- 3 -4..1-t-l~) 
eyes are subject to disorders of ~n 
infectious nature. 
190. 
Deafness rarely begins suddenly in adult 2•5 4 
yecn,a· but usually nrisos in childhood and ( 2-3-1~-4-'t-5} 
bec3mes progressively worse it neglected. 
191. 
~he prtrunry unit of structure or b:lth tho 3-5 4 
central nervous system and the autonomic (3-h-/i-'~·5•5) 
nervous system is the neuron which 
functions as a carrier of impulses from 
one part ot the body to another. 
192• 
The autonomic nervous system and the 3-5 4 
endool'1ne system togethe1· regulnto tho (3·4-h-4-S.o.S) 
1ntez·nal tunc tiona of tho body without 
oonocious direction on the part or the 
individual. 
--=·rmzWN · • *ft 
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193. 
The nervous systam is influenced by the 1·5 4 
some factors that effect the health status (1-3•4-1+•4-5) 
or other parts of the body. 
19lh 
The ·autonomic system controls and regulates 3•5 · 4 
automatically certain digestive, ciroulatoz·y, (3-4-4-4-5-5) 
and other vital processes. 
195. 
The-cerebrospinal system, consisting of the 2-5 
brain and spinal chord, controls all (2-3-4-4-4-5) 
voluntary functions and helps regulate 
4 
certain involuntary functions. 
196. jj.ach nerve in the body bas a de:fini te l-4 . . · 4 
location and a specific purpose or function.(l•2-3-4-4-4) 
197. ' 
'.L1he nervous system is particularly 
sensitive to narcotics, anesthetics, and 
stimulants. 
198. 
rleflex action, the simplest function of 
the nervo~s syst6m, involves response, 
by muscular contraction or glandular 
secretion, to the stimulus of a sense 
organ. 
199. 
lucohol has a depressant effect on the 
nervous system which in turn affects all 
: ""-, the functions of mind and body. 
200. 
Insects may spread disease by trans-
porting harmful organisms which they 
t1•ansfer direutly or indirectly to man. 
201~ 
2-5 4 ( 2-3-'~-~~-4-5) 
3-6 4 
( 3-1l-4-'+-5-5) 
4-5 4 
( 4-l~-4-4-5-5) 
1-5 
( 1-4-4-l~-5-5) 4 
Cer·tain pathogens have poisons, or 2·5 4 
toxins, already formed within themselves ( 2-3-4-4-4-5) 
when they arrive in the body and are 
ready to do har.m at once; other pathogens 
produce toxins while nourishing tham~ 
selves in or on the body. 
202. 
···· .... Dis.eases co.n be spread by direct or 
indirect contact. 
1-5 
(l-3-4-4-4-5) 
4 
Major Fundamental Concepts Range Mode 
203 • 
• ~ disease is communicable as long as the l-5 4 
ger.ms are present in the discharges of (1-4-4-4-5-5), 
the body, in open sores that harbor 
them, or in the scales or infected skin. 
2046 
'rhe period intervening between the time l-5 4 
when the disease germs enter the b:)dy and ( 1•3-4-4-4-5} · 
the time when the patient'begins to feel 
ill "ia called the "period of incubation.n 
205~ . 
Vurins sleep, pulse rate and blood pressure 1-4 · · 4 
decreases, breathing is slowed, ancl the (1-2·3-4-4-4) 
glands of the body diminish their func-
tions. 
205. 
ft.Le chief value of exercise is to increase 1·5 4 
the·ability of the body to do pllysica1 (1-4-4-4-5-5) 
work, to improve endurance and resistance 
to fatigue, and to produce grace and per-
fection ot·movament. 
207. 
The'egg cell is not only fertilized 2-5 4 
within the body of the mother, but the (2-4-4-4-5-5). 
resulting embryo grows to considerable 
size bof~n·e it emerges to an outside 
environm.en. t. 
208. 
The·menopause, or time at which the 3-5 4 
woman• s capacity for bearing children (3-3·4-4-4-5) 
comes to an end, usually occurs after 
the·fort1eth year of life. 
209. 
In men there is no well-defined time of 2•5 . 4 
cessation in reproductive capacity, but a (2-3-4-4-4-5) 
definite decrease in sexual activity 
usually begins befove the age of sixty 
years and is sometimes acoompanie d by 
disturbance of emotional balance. 
210. 
During pregnancy the fertilized egg grows 5•5 4 
into a new being capable of independent (3-4-4-4-4-S) 
existence; for approximately nine months 
the· mother contains and nourishes the 
new life within her own body. 
211. 
The height of an individual is largely 2-4 4 
determined by heredity and environment. (2-3-3-4-4-4) 
-- --- --- . ----
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212. 
Inherited characteristics depend upon 3-5 4 
the genes which were present in the (3-4-4-4-5-5) 
fertilized cell trom which the b~dy 
developed. 
213. 
The tranamission of human qualities 3-5 4 
occurs according to Mendel's law which ( 3-4-4-'+-5-5) 
states that opposing characteristics 
' ' in the male and female parents do not 
blend but remuin distinct in the ger.m 
cello or the offspring, recombining in 
future generations according to the 
·;. ,· law of probability and chance. 214. 
Against the invasion of pathogenic or 4-5 4 
disease-producing microorganisms, the (4-4-4-4-5-5) 
body has both specific and nonspecific 
lines of defense. 
215. 
Vaccines cuuse the blood and other 3-5 4 
tissues to develop antiboaies for (3-4-4-4-5-5) fighting active organiams of disease 
but do not causa the disease because of 
thoir lifeless or weakened condition. 
216. 
Nonspecific immunity, or body resistance 4-5 4 
to many different diseases, is affected (4-4-4-4-5-5) by fatigue, chilling of the body, 
unhygienic living conditions, inadequate 
diet, lack of vitamins, and by the 
occurrence of some other infection. 
217 • 
.tlcquired immunity comes from having the 4-5 4 
disease or through the use of vaccines, ( 4-14-·1~-4-5-5) 
toxoids, and serums; this type of immunity 
is effective against a single disease. 
218. 
'l'he need of protecting others from infec- 4-5 4 
tion is an important consideration in the (4-4-4-4-5-5) 
nursing or someone ill with a communicable 
disease. 
'~'~ 219. 
"\ growing number of diseuses and infec- ' 3-5 4 
tions are curable by a chemical pz·aduct, (3-4-4-4-5-5) 
a serum, or an organic extract; with other 
diseases drugs may be a great value, 
although they do not cure; in still others. 
r·ad1ation or surgery may save life or pro ... 
long it •. 
Major Fundamental Concepts Range Mode 
-Voluntary health agencies carry on 4•5 4 
research. educate the public, and in (4~4-4-4-5-5) 
some instances, give actual assistance 
to the sick! the poor, the homeless, 
~~1~the age • 
Food allergy. resulting trom an ..4-5 4 
individual's sensitivity to a chemical (4-4-4-4-5-5) 
subatanoe in the rood, may produce a 
skin rash, asthma, headache, or diges-
tive upset. 
222. 
Bon~s are composed partly of living 1-5 3 
cells supplied with blood vessels and (l-2-3-3-3-5) 
nerves anu partly of large amounts of 
hard non-living materials that make 
u~ the bone proper. 
2 3. 
Continuous interference w1 th the blood 1-5 3 
supply to any part of the body causes ( l-2-:-3-3.-4-5) 
cells in that area to degenerate. 
224. 
Heart disease may be either valvular 3-5 3 
or degenerative. (3-3-3-4-5-5) 
225• 
l!'unctional heart disease occurs when 3-5 3 
the heart, for some reason, fails to < 3-3-3-4·-s-s > 
perform. properly, althouglJ. there is 
no orgunic defect. 
226. 
Coronary thrombosis is caused by a 3-5 3 
chronically diseased condition of one ( 3-3-3-"~-5-5 ) 
or more or the coronary arteries. 
227. 
:rhere are individual differences in 1-4 3 
the storage of food in the body in 
tha' form of fat. · 
(l-2-2-3-4-4) 
228. 
The storage and utilization ot sugar !.;..5· 3 
is controlled by a substunce called ( 1-3-3-3-4-s~> 
insulin, which is produced in the 
pancreas and secreted directly into 
the blood stream. 
229. 
Undigested parts of the food r~in 1-4 3 
in the intestines to be eliminated (1-2-3-3-4-4) from the body. 
•znM'"Hb*''''AWQ!RW' 
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230.-
The body burns its stored fuel when 
~Jre energy is needed than is supplied 
by the immediate food intake. 
231. 
The measure of the energy supplied by 
any given amount of food is .a unit of 
heat called a calorie. 
232. 
l.i1nerals in the diet provide substances 
for regulation of action of ·the cells 
in carrying on body processes. 
233. 
iaetubolism includes the sum. total of 
activity which takes place in the cells 
or the body. 
234. 
Basal metabolism involves only those 
chomicnl procenses which are carried on 
when the boay is at a complete rest. 
235. 
rrlle body eliminates undigested food 
and cell waste products by the process 
or defecation. 
236. 
Tho use of cosmetics is primnrily to 
improve the appearance of the skin. 
237. 
~eceptors ·in muscles, tendons, joints, 
and the skin are stimulated by motion 
and changes of position. 
238~ 
;when the temperature of the medium 
surrounding the skin is considerably 
higher or lower than that of the ·skin, 
heat loss is greatly retarded or speeded 
up. 
239. 
Binocular vision comes about through 
co-ordinated movements of the eyeballs 
in their orbits and the interpretation 
by tlle brain or the two pictures 
appearing on the retinas. 
240. 
Some types of blindness are hereditary, 
but· in most cnses blindness is acquired 
and usually as a result of an infection 
or accidents. 
Range 
1-5 (1-2-3-3-5-5) 
1-5 
(1-2-3-3-3-5) 
3-5 ( 3-3-3-4-'~-5) 
3-5 
(3-3-3-4-5-5) 
3-5 (3-3-3-4-4-5) 
1-4 
( l-2-3-3-l~-4) 
l-5 
(l-3-3-3-5-5) 
1-4 
(1-2-3-3-4-4) 
l-5 
(l-2-3-3~4-5) 
1-5 
(l-2-3-3-4-5) 
1-5 
(l-2-3-3-4-5) 
Mode 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
r. :· 
'! 
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2} • 
Norvous disorders may be either 
structural or functional. 
242. 
Drugs are usually not specific 
cures for disease, but they are of 
value because they control undesirable 
reactions, support some body .t'unotion, 
or l:essen pain. 
21~3. 
Infection results when germs get into 
the body and· grow. 
244. 
Patigue may be either physical or 
!'Len tal. 
245. 
The ·body I'eadily recovers .t'rom ~>.2d1nary, 
normal fatigue. 
246. 
· Because their bodies are growine and 
the~r metabolic rate is greater, young 
people need more exercise than adults. 
247. 
Healthy gums are dependent upon proper 
ora1 hygiene ana diet. 
248. 
The exchange or nutrients and waste 
products is carried out between the 
plasma and the oells by the process of 
diffusion. 
249. 
The,alkaline-acid balance of the blood 
nnd lymph is just on the alkaline side 
or neutrality and is so regulated that 
about the same degree ot' alkalinity is 
constantly maintained. 
250. 
Sounds are made by the vibration of the 
two vocal chords when exhaled air pa:sses 
over them. 
251. Sebum, which is the secretion of the 
sebaceous glands, serves as a natural 
oil·tor the skin and hair. 
Hange Mode 
3-5 3 
()-3-3•4-4-5) 
2-5 3 
(2-3-3-4-5-5) 
1-5 3 
(l-3-3-3-4-5) 
l-4 3 
(1-3;.3:...3-4-4) 
1-5 3 
.< l-3-3-3-4-5) 
1-5 3 
(l-3-3-3-4-5) 
2-6 3 
( 2-3-3-3-'+•5) 
2-5 3 
( 2-3-3-3-'~-5) 
2-4 3 
(2-3-3-3-4-4) 
1-4 2 
(l-2-2-2-3-4) 
1-4 2 
( l-2-2-2-3-4) 
~ minor fundamental concepts. Those concepts which 
were classified ns min~r acc~rdine to the method discussed in 
Chapter III are presented in ranked order in Table II of the 
follov:ing pages, 
1~ny of these minor concepts will fall logically under 
some major concept and the teacher of health may desire to 
e.rrunge his unit in such manner. However, each of these 
minor oonoepts, although more limited in scope than the major 
concepts, may well serve as a unit of health instruction. 
Variations in teaching situations will determine the teacher's 
selection of major or minor fundamental concepts, 
Time allotment, availability of ~tudy materials, back-
ground of the pupils, health education training of the 
teacher, and nwnerous other factors \'vill necessitate differ-
ences in the selection of concepts for various school situa-
tions, 
.ns with the ·list of major concepts, the following list 
or minor fundam~ntal concepts indicates the relative impor-
tunce of each concept by its relative position or rank 
location, 
Tii.BLE II 
MINO.tt FUNDiJJEN'rAL CONCl"PTS Ol!"' IiEALT.LlFU.i.. LIVING 
H.'u'iK:W. IN TilE DESChNUING OHDER OF THEIH 
lMPOl{rANCE FOH GENEHAL EDUCATION AT 
TilE SECONDARY -SCHOOL L:E.'VEL 
llinor Fundamental Concepts Range 
1. . 
Mode 
, Health and personality both originate 2-5 5 
in the living matter of the body. (2-4•4-5•5~5) 
2. . 
.o.rteries carry the blood away from the l-5 5 
heurt, veins carrv blood back to the (1-4·4·5-5•5) 
heart, and capillaries connect the 
arteries and veins. 
3. 
'rhe ·status ot the blood pressure is an 2-5 · . 5 
irapo;rtant index to general health. ( 2-l~~5-5-5-5) 
4. 
Blood pressure varies greatly in 2-5 · 5 
individuals since it is infl1lcnced by (2-4-5-5-5·5) 
age, sex, weight, emotions, diet, and 
certain diseases. 
5. •' 
The blood plasma carries digested food 1·5 5 
materials from tho small intestine to tbe(l-3-4-5-5-5) 
body cells, waste materials from ti.G cells 
to the places where they are removed from 
the body, endocrine secretions to the 
organs whose functions they help to 
regulate, and antibod!cis which serve to 
counteract disease-producing organisms. 
6. . 
"'<,Vitamin deficiency ma.y result either from 4·5 5 
failure to eat the proper foods regularly(4-5-5·5-5-5) 
or from the loss of vitamins in the 
preparation of food. 
Uinor Fundamental Concepts 
.Hange Mode 
• 
Heduotion ot weight may be dangerous to 3-5 5 
health it it is done too rapiuly, if an (3-4-4-5·5-5) 
unbalanced diet is used, or if we1ght-
~:duo1ng drugs are taken. 
The respiratory organs mal{e up a system 1·5 5 
of air routes in the bouy which bring (l-4-5-5-5-5) 
air into close proximity with the blood, 
so thut oxygen anu carbon dioxide are 
exchanged between tho blood in the 
c~p1llaries and the air in tha lungs by 
the process or diffusion. 9. 
U'nsa.tif'!t'actory ventilation may be a 1•5 5 
factor in the increase of respiratory (l-3-4-5-5-5) 
diseases durillg tho winter. 
-- 10. 
'fhe infecting virus of the common cold 4-5 5 
rouy be spread directly from person to (4-5-5-5-5-5) 
PCl'oon. 
n. 
A cough or a sneeze sprays into the 4-5 5 
air a largo number of small droplets (4-5-5-5-5-5) 
or water which may contain ge1ms. 
12. 
Bunlight improves the functioning of 2•5 5 
the skin by stimulating the circulation (2-4-4-5-5-5) 
or blood in the skin and by increasing 
Pel .. spiration. 
13. 
Ultraviolet rays enable the skin to 2-5 5 
manufacture vitamin D and nlso help to (2-3-4-5-5-5) 
give tone to the skin. 
14. 
Through coordination of muscles and 3-5 5 
ne:A. . ves the eyes continually readjust ( 3-3-'+-5-5-5) 
their direction, refocus their lenses, 
and J:•egulate the ainount of light admitted. 
15. 
Light, color, form, movement, texture, 1-5 5 
distance, size, and relative position (1-3-4-5-5-5) 
are perceived because of sensory 
impulses that travel from the eye to 
~- i~~ visual centers in the brain. 
Improper use of the eyes may diminish 2-5 5 
Visual acuity. (2-3-4-5-5-5) 
hlinor Fundamental Concepts 
• 
An uncorrected error of retraction 
not only causes the discomfort of eye-
strain but also may make the defect 
Pl'Oeressively worse. 
18. 
Infectious eye diseases are caused by 
bacteria which may be spread fro~ one 
person to another. 
19. 
Range 
2-5 (2-4-4-5-5-5) 
'l'ho external, middle, and inner ear all 1-5 
play un mportant part in hearing by (1-3-4·-5-5-5) 
transmitting to the brain impulses 
provoked by sound waves. 
20. 
Bacterin from an infection in the nose 
or throat may travel through the 
auditory tube from the throat to the 
eur resulting in intl~aation of the 
ciddle ear and hearing difficulties. 
21. ' 
ilrushing of &he teeth helps keep them 
free from deposits which may cause 
decay, improves tho appearance, 
refreshes the mouth, anu combata an 
offensive breath. 
22. 
Tooth paste, tooth pmvder, or liquid 
deutifrioes do not keep tlle mouth tree 
from germs. . 
23 • 
1-5 (1-4-4-5-5-5) 
l..o5 
(1-5·5-5-5-5) 
2-5 
(2-3-4-5-5-5) 
.Neglected tooth decay may result in 2-5 
the fol~ation of an abscess at the (2-4-4-5-5-5) 
root of the tooth whi~h becomes a focal 
P~int of infection from which bacteria 
and bacterial poisons may be carried to 
otuer parts of the bouy by the circulatory 
system. 
24. 
A break in the enamel which permits bacteria 1-5 
to' enter a tooth is the direct cause of ( 1-l~-4-5-5-5) 
dental oar1 es •. 
25. 
The nervous system and the endocrine 
aystrun ~e important factors in an 
1nd1v1tiual's personality. 
3-6 
(3-5-5-5-5-5) 
Mode 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
~inor Fundamentnl Concepts 
26. :S:--S::-
~xcess1ve uoa ot cloohol, ns in chronic 
or noute ulc~holi:m, may injure the 
i~OrLl plnWA Of the boay, lOV/E;l' the .!.'TOiS• 
t:lnce ot the body to respll'fit,>ry e.nd 
septic lntectiono, destroy tlle cool'dinn-
t1on ot nerve:~ end l"~sclea, end poaaibly 
!lhol•tcn life. 
27. 
· ,,lcoholio drinks are hnrmtul to tmmo.tul·c 
boys r~nd girls. 
28. 
The .dce;roe t.:> VJhich alo:lho.i.io boVoJ'uet~s. 
nrrcct nn individuul dcpt;nua, on the 
pcrcantuge or olooJlol in the bcvercgca, 
~>he um.::>unt consumed, totHl body wc1rJlt, 
the at'Uount ot tooa. in tho stor.l!lCh, and 
tho general conJ.1t1on of llenltll. 
29 • 
. ;orra1ns is particularly harmful to boys 
ttnti' gi.t•ls because they require food for 
gJ.•owth and energy rather thm stimulation 
to nativity. 
30. 
'i.'ho natural resistcnce or the b:>dy to 
communicable uioenae depends to ~owe 
extent upon sufficient sloop, relaxation, 
exercise, and proper diet. 
31. 
Infected persons mny trunslil1 t germs to 
others during certain stogos of a 
d1aenoc. 
32. 
uverorowding nnti lack or ventilution 
·.1h~oh m.uy l'csul t, increase the liklibood 
or infection being trnnorerrcd from one 
person to nnother. 
33. 
vleop-produo1ng aru~s sbou.l.u be u:Jed 
only when preGo~1bod by o pbysician 
cince tht:' y aJ.·c poioonous when tnk:en in 
ovordosoa41 
34; 
'l'ht. time of l11'G in girls Viben the 
roproduo~ive org~no ure ready to 
t'unction 10 IZU:.l•ked by the Onset Of 
monatrunt1on. 
Hnngo 
;3-5 
. ( 3-'f-5-5-5-5) 
2-5 
. ( 2-5-5-5-5-5) 
l-5 
(1-5-5-5-5-5) 
3-5 
(3-5-5-5-5-5) 
l-5 
( 1-1+-5-5-5-5) 
l-5 
( 1-3-1~-5-5-5) 
2-o 
(2-4-4-5-5-5) 
3-5 
(3-4-5-5-5-5) 
4-5 
(4-4-5-5-5-5) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Minor Fundamental Concepts Range Mode 
35. 
~enstruation is a normal, natural 4-5 5 
process. (4·5-5-5·5-5) 
d6. ~ruits which are acquired during 5-5 5 
the lifetime of the individual are (3-4-5-5·5-5) 
not tranamitted tram parent to 
offspring. 
37. 
A favorable environment oan partially 3-5 5 
overcome p:>ssible inherited weaknesses. (3-4-5-5·5-5) 
38. 
Heredity determines body build, color 5-5 5 
of hair, skin. and eyes, waviness and (5•5-5-5-5-5) 
abundance of hair, and glandular 
activity. . . 
39. 
An outstanding contribution or modern 3-5 5 
rne~ii cine is the prevention of disease. ( 3-5-5·5-5-5) 
40. . 
Tnr:.>ugh medical science it is possible 2-5 5 
to stimulate and to supplement the (2-4~5-5-5-5) 
natural defenses of the body and thus 
to, strengthen ita fighting power. 
41. 
· Individual resistance to disease 1-5 5 
depends somewhat on age, race, exercise,(l-4-4-5-5-5) 
diet, rest, and ~Slthful living. 
4~. 
The health examination reveals 1-5 5 
abnormalities and disorders which an (1-5-5-5-5-5) 
individual may not suspect; it enables 
th~ physician to begin early treatments 
and thus head off many illnosses. 
43. 
The follow-up of the health 1-5 5 
examination is even more important (1-4-5-5-5-5) 
than the examination itself. 
44. 
There are several forms or insurance 2-5 5 
available for the payment of costs of (2-5-5-5-5-5) 
hospitalization, medical care, and 
medicines dUl'ing illness. 
45. Cancer may be cured if it is 4-5 5 
diagnosed and treated in eurly stages (4-5-5-5_5_5) of growth. 
Uinor Fundamental Concepts 
4 • 
The venereal diseases may be cured 
by prompt medical diagnosis and care. 
47. !meumatic fever attacks the heart 
vulves which mny leave the victim 
w1 th a permanently damaged heart. 
48. ,· 
Poliomyelitis is characterized by 
fever, headache, sore throat and 
other common symptoms, ond is caused 
by a virus which attacks and damages 
the cells of the spinal chord, thus 
Pl'OUUcing muscular pa.ralysi S ot 
cortain areas. 
1!9. 
The use of patent medicines is based 
in large measure upon publicity, 
icnorance of the people in health 
matters, and the aesire of the sick 
to try anything in order to get well. 
so. 
1.any patent medicines contAin drugs 
\'illich may be injurious to the health 
or the individual. 
51. 
rn the long run patent medicines 
ure more expensive than adequate 
medical attention under the care of 
a physician. 
fi·cases of serious injury.the first-
aider should either call or l~ve 
someone call ·ror a physician or an 
ambulance. 
' 53. 
An injured person should not be 
pel~itted to stand or sit until the 
full extent ot the injul'Y is 
determined. 
54. 
All wounds are aubjectb infection, 
and in some there mav be serious 
bleeding. ' 
Range Mode 
3-5 5 (3-4-5-5-5-5) 
5-5 5 
{5-5-5-5-5-5) 
3-5 5 (3-4-5-5-5-5) 
4-5 5 
(4-5-5-5-5-5) 
l-5 5 
(1-5-5-5-5-5) 
2-5 5 
(2-5-5-5-5-5) 
2-5 5 
(2- 5- 5-5-5-5) 
2-5 5 
(2-3-5-5-5-5) 
2-5 5 
(2-3-4-5-5-5) 
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• 
~he first-aider should stop the . 2-5 5 
flow or blood immediately in case (2-4-5-5-5-5) 
ot·serious bleeding. 
56. 
•'-rti.ficiun respiration should be 2-5 
continued with~ut interruption (2-3-4-5-5-5) 
until natural breathing is restored. 
57. 
The two main points in the first- 2-5 5 
uid care of a poisoned victim are: (2-5-5-:-5-5-5) 
(1) diluting with large amounts of 
\'ir.:ter, anu (2) washing out by· 
r~eatedly causing vomiting. 
5 • 
A person suffering from severe 
ablimninul pains sh~uld not be 
~-5 (2~4- -5-5-5) 5 
given food, water, or any medicine. 
59. 
In examining an unconscious person 2-5 5 
the first-aider should always look (2-5-5-5-5-5) 
for serious bleeding, stoppage of 
breathing, indicutins of poisoning, 
and SWlstroke. 
6o. 
The proper transportation of a 2-5 5 
person seriously injured is extremely (2-5-5-5-5-5) 
important because of the danger of 
ful'the~· injury. 
61. 
-~ physician should be called for any 1-5 5 
prolonged abdominal pain, especially (1-4-4-5-5-5) 
~r it is accompanied by nausea. 
2. 
Focal infections, poor posture, 1-5 5 
smotional upsets, and faulty eating (1-3-3-4-5-5) 
habits may cause many digestive 
ailments. 
63. 
The cells of living things vary l-5 4 
greatly in structure and function. (l-3-4-4-4-5) 
64. 
Forms ot'life vary in complexity 1-4 4 
somewhat according to the number (1-2-3-4-4-4) 
ot cells or Ylhioh they are oomp:1sed. 
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s. 
A tissue always is made up of the 
same kind of cells doing the same 
kind of work. . 
66. 
Good muscle tone depends upon the 
health ot both the muscle itself and 
the nerves supplying it. 
67• 
Big muscles are not necessarily a 
sign of strength, health, or a 
guarantee of long life. 
68. 
The energy used in muscle contrac-
tion, like nll energy used in the 
b:>dy is derived from food. · , 
69. 
lilovement of the body is made 
tl~ough the action of muscles. 
70. 
Bone cells, like other cells, 
.require nutrients from the blood 
for all nor.mnl purposes. Jl. - . ]ungus infections of the feet may 
bt spread from one person to another. 
72. A shortened tendon of Achilles, 
caused by the use of high-heeled 
shoes, may result in weakened foot 
muscles and poor distribution of body 
weight. 
13. Careful diagnosis by an orthopedic 
specialist is necessary before under-
taking the correction of serious 
postural defects. 
74. One of the most .. important reasons for 
havine a periodic health examination 
is to aetermine the condition of the 
heart. 
~~e health of the circulatory system 
is affected by uiet, exercise, rest, 
emotions, and moderntion or living •. 
Range Mode 
1-5 4 (1-2-4.;..4..;.4-5) 
1-5 4 
(1-3-4-4-4-5) 
1-4 4 
{ 1-3-4-l~-4-4) 
1-5 4 
( l-4-4-l~-4-5) 
1-5 4 
(1-3-4-4-4-5) 
l-4 4 
{1-2-4-4-4-4) 
2-5' 4 
{ 2-l~-~~-4-5-5) 
2-4 4 
( 2-3-4-4-4-4) 
2-5 4 
{2-4-4-4-5-5) 
3-5 4 
(3-4-4-4-5-5) 
2-5 4 
{2-4-4-4-5-5) 
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• 
Injury to the valves of the heart is 
uue to infectious diseases during which 
the blood carries the disease bacteria 
fj_·om a f'ooal ·infection to the heart 
l'esul ting in scarrine or deforming of 
tho valves. 
77. 
uwnaged blood vessels give rise to 
arteriosclerosis, thrombosis, and 
ap:Jplexy. · 
78. . 
An "athlete's heart," enlarge by 
exorcise and training, is usually a 
healthy, efficient heart end does not 
necessarily lead to heart trouble in 
later lit e. · · 
79~ 
liomorrhoida, or piles, are e~arged 
Veins in the anus caused by undue 
p~cssure and may be corrected through 
medical treatment. 
Bo. 
illood platelets serve primarily to 
prevent bleeding by originating a 
series of cherni cal changes which 
causes blood to clot. 
81. 
Plasrnu transfusions are effective 
in the treatment of persons who are 
severely 1njureu, persona who are 
gravely 111, and persons who suffer 
from shock or serious infection; the 
use or plasma docs away with the 
necessity c£ typing a!ld cross-matching 
tr.e blood of donor and recipient. 
82. 
In plasraa transfusions, the introduc-
tion of plasma into a blood .vessel 
restores the volume of liquid and also 
helps to bring back fluid which has 
escaped into the tissues, thus pre-
serving the lifo of the individual. 
83~ 
The color of the blood depends upon 
the amount ar hemoglobin in the red 
blo~d corpuscles and the number of 
red blood corpuscles. 
i~nge 
3-5 ( 3• 3-4-4-L~-5) 
1-5 (1-3-4-4-4-5) 
3-5 (3-4-4-4-5-5) 
1-4 
(l-3-4:-4-4-4) 
2-4 
( 2-3-3-'-f-l~-4) 
2-5 
(2-4-4-4-5-5) 
2-4 
(2-3-4-4-4-4) 
1-5 
(1~4-4-4-5-5) 
Mode 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
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• 
The lymph provides the watery 
environment es3ent1al to the lite 
or all living cells. 
85. 
The entire digestive tract is lined 
;·;i th mucous membrane, which secretes 
mucus to lubricate the tract so that 
the food will move along easily. 
86. . 
l;echunicul action in digestion is 
brouglJ.t about by chewing and muscular 
contractions which break up rood 
substances so that the digestive 
juices can be most effective. 
87. ' 
Diffusion is a principal method by 
i'illich the absorption of food takes 
Pluce. 
88. 
Overeating distends the digestive 
organs, produces discomfort, and to 
some extent reduces the completeness 
or food absorption. 
89. 
Liquias aid digestion and the 
passage of waste mat~rials from the 
body. 
90. 
The health value of foods depends, 
to some extent, upon the proper 
Preparation and serving. 
91. ' 
It is most desirable to secure 
Vitamins through food rather than in 
concentrated for~• 
92. 
lligh economic or social stntus does 
not always insure good nutrition. 
93. 
Liolnutri tion causes a gradual and 
orten unsuspected undermining of 
health. 
94. 
No one :f'ood is perfect in meeting 
nll the requir~ents of' good nutrition. 
Bange 
1-5 ( 1-3-'~-4-4-5) 
1-5 (1-4-4-4-5-5) 
3•5 (3-4-4-4-5-5) 
1-5 ( 1-1~-4-4-5-5) 
1-4 
( 1-3-4-4-l~-4) 
2•4 
( 2-4-lt-4-1~-4) 
4-5 
( 1+-4-4-4-5-5) 
3-5 
( 3-3-lt-4 ... 1~ ... 5) 
2-5 
( 2-3-'t-4-4-5) 
1-5 
(1-4-4-4-5-5) 
Mode 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
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95 • 
. People who are well. over thirty 
years or age should guard against 
ov~rweight, although a slight surplus 
~r weight may be an advantage to 
those under thirty. 
96. 
Obesity may be an underlying cause 
or sy.mptom of chronic disease. · 
97: 
.o:.xtrcmely underweight or overweight 
persons should be under the care of' 
a physician. 
98. 
"" ~educing diet or a weight-gaining 
diet ordinarily must be continued over 
a long pel~iod of time if results are 
~~.be .obtained. 
Foods vary as to the amount of heat 
they produce when oxidized in the body. 
100. . 
The rate of metabolism differs among 
individuals and is ·affected by body 
temperature, sleep, activity, eating, 
l
and endocrine secretions. 
01, 
The formation of urine is commonly 
increased by emotions, exercise, 
chilling the skin, digitalis, or 
l
caff'eine. 
02, 
Impairment or failure of the kidneys 
to function results in the poisoning 
. of the body by the retained protein 
· wastes which cannot be excreted. 
103; 
By analyzing the urine a physician 
can determine whether or not the 
kidneys are functioning properly in 
removing the waste products of protein 
1 
m.~abolism. 04. 
The greatest danger from human wastes 
is 6ncountered in rural communities 
Which have no public sewerage system. 
Range Mode 
2-5 .. ,. 4 (2-3-4-4-5-5) 
2-5 4 (2-3-4-4-4-5) 
3-5 4 
(3-4-4~4~5~5) 
2-5 4 
(2-3-4-4-5-5) 
1-4 4 
(1~3-3 .. 4-4-4) 
2-4 4 (2-3-3-4-4-4) 
1-4 4 ( 1-3-3-'+-4-4) 
1-5 4 
( 1-'~-4-4-5-5 ) 
3-4 4 
( 3-3-4-4-1~-4) 
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105. 
1ndocr1ne secretions afford a system 
or checks and balances, which keeps 
ucvelopment normal in youth and which 
keeps the performance of all body 
p~ocesses normal throughout lite. 
105. 
i•hen one endocrine organ fails to do 
its work properly and secretes too 
much of its ho~ne, or too little, 
or'a hormone of altered quality, the 
delicate bulance of ch~icals 
reGulating life is likely to be upset. 
107. 
~he adequate functioning of one 
endocrine gland depends on the 
secretions of a series of others, 
although each gland prJduces a 
seQretion for one or more specific 
purposes. 
108. 
l•hen a hormone reaches a specific 
tiriJue it accelerates a process which 
is tile natural function of that 
purticular tissue. 
-11 .09. ~no effects of bad air are due to 
hir,h temperature, a high relative 
hwnidi ty, and the lack. of motion or 
circulation. 
110 
The oody oan usunlly overcome an 
ordina.r·y cold in a few days. 
,111. 
JLn 1:nt'eotion of the nose and throat 
may extend down into the bronchi, 
producing nn inflammation known as 
bronchitis, which may be either acute 
or chronic. 
112. 
~inusitis may develop through the 
spread of infection from the nasal 
Passages into the sinuses. 
B~~~~se of individual differences, 
there is no single formula for the 
cure of all skins. 
Range Mode 
3-5 4 ( 3-'f-4-4-5-5). 
2-4 4 (2-4-4-4-4-4) 
1-5 4 
( 1-'~-1+-4-4_.5) 
1-5 4 
( 1-3-4-4-1~-5) 
3-4 4 
( 3-3-1~-:-~~-~~-'~) 
4-4 4 
(4-4-4-4-4-4) 
3-4 4 
( 3-3-'+-4-4-4) 
1-5 4 
( 1-3-l~-4-5-5) 
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11~. 
The majority of cosmetics are not 2•4 4 
dangerous to the health ot the skin (2-3-4-4-1~-4) 
but they are not a hygienic necessity. 
us . ~lathing serves an important function in 1-4 · 4 
prot.ecting the skin tram dirt and injury • ( 1-3-3-4-4-4) · 
116. . 
Continued pressure or rubbing of the l-4 4 
skin short of blistering causes the (1-2-3-4-4-4) 
outer layer to thicken into a hard 
protective pad or callous. · 
117. 
People with oily.skins should bathe 1·5 4 
u~re frequently thnn those with dry (1·3-4-4-5-5) 
skins. 
118. 
Blackheads may result from pores 3-4 4 
becoming clogged with sebum, wastes, (3-4-4-4-4-4) 
a.nu dirt. 
119" Boils are caused by infection of a 3-4 4 
hair follicle as a result of the ( 3-3-4-4-4-4) 
entrance of bacteria after the 
fJllicle has been irritated by dirt 
or friction. · 
120~ 
~oles are irregularities of the skin 2•4 4 
in which the pigment is abnormally (2-3-4-4-4-4) 
concentrated; their cause is not 
definitely known and they may produce 
cancor if located in a place of 
frequent irritation. 
121. \carts mo.y be harmless outgrowths from 2;,.4 4 
the skin or they may be the result of (2•3·3-4-4-4) 
an infection. 
122. In some ca~es blackheads and pimples 2-4 4 
may be associated with the action of ( 2-3-4-'~-~~-4 }-
glan.ds. 
123. ~imples and acne result from 4-5 4 
inflammation of the oil glands caused (4-4-4-4-5-5) 
by the presence ot bacteria; predis-
Posing causes are improper diet, 
uncleanliness, poor elimination, and 
a generally poor physical condition. 
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124. 
S~ciri allergies occur only with certain 
inuiviuuals and may be caused by 
i~ritGnts or a chemical, animal, or 
vecetable nature. 
125. 
Tue living cells ot the skin are 
nou~ished by blood which flows thr~ugh 
tho capillaries or the derma. 
126. 
The living cells or the epidermis 
contuin pigment, or coloring matter, 
whic.h determines a person's complexion. 
127. 
'l'he kinesthetic sense enables the 
individual to sense the position and 
movements o:t parts o:t the body. 
1213; 
.LXposure ot the skin to sun is 
beneficial provi~ed the skin is 
permitted to accustom itself 
g.rad'ua.lly. 
129. 
Body rut insulates the body :trom 
hout loss. " 
130. 
~ud~en, extreme changes in 
temperature place considerable 
stress on the physiological func-
tioning or the body. 
131. 
A temperature above the normal of 
98.6 degrees F is often a warning o:t 
serious bodily disorder. 
132. \dth advancing age, eye 
accomodation becomes increasingly 
difficult because of aging or the 
stru'cture involved. 
133. 
Color blindness is an inhei'ited 
defect round more often among men 
than women. 
134. 
Cataracts, or clouding of the 
lens, soiUetimes develop in the 
eyes o:t elderly people. 
Ha~e Mode 
3-4 4 { 3-3-lf-4-4-4) 
1-5 ' 4 (1-4-4-4-5-5) 
l-4 4 (1-3-3-4-4-4) 
1-4 
(i-3-3-4-4-4) 
4 
4-5 4 
(4-4-4-4-5-5) 
1-5 4 
( 1-3-4-1~-5-5) 
1-4 4 
(1-3 .. 4-4-4-4) 
2-4 4 
(2-3-4-4-4-4) 
2-5 4 
< 2-3-4-l~-4-s > 
2-4 4 
(. 2-3-4-4-4-4) 
2-4 4 
( 2 .... 3-3-4-4-4) 
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135~ 
Otoscleroses interferes with the 
conduction of sound across the 
middle ear and is the cause of the 
m~st common type of hearing defect. 
136. 
The antiseptic value of m~uthwashes 
is partial and temporary. 
137. 
11any abnormal dental con<li tiona can 
only be discovered by 'the dentist 
through the use of the X-ray. 
138~ 
irhe.n teeth are extracted it is 
important that the missing teeth be 
replaced with artificial teeth to 
maintain good occlusion. 
139~ 
Poor digestion, defective speech, 
und unnatural facial expresoion 
often result from defects in the 
jaw and teeth. 
140~ 
Teeth are nourished and kept 
ulive by blood vessels unless the 
nerve of the tooth is killed. 
~41.· lhere is an appreciable difference 
L1 the hardness of teeth of 
different persons, thus, the teeth 
of some individuals are more subject 
to decay. 
142. 
The teeth and the tissues that 
support th~ develop best through 
use. 
143. Teeth vary greatly in size and 
shape in different parts of the 
mouth, but the resemble one another 
in structure • 
144.-
~ything affecting the body for 
good or ill may increase or lower 
resistance to fatigue in the 
nervous system. 
Range Mode 
2-4 4 
( 2-3•ll.o.4•4•4) 
2-4 4 
(2- 3- 3.;4•4•4) 
2-5 4 
(2-3~4-4-4-5) 
2-5 4 
(2-4-4~4~5~5) 
2-5 4 
(2.:.:.3..;;4.;.4.;;;,5,;.;5) 
2-5 4 
(2·3-4·4-4-5) 
1-4 4 
(1-3-4-4-4-4) 
l-4 4 
(1-3-3-4-4-4) 
1-4 4 
(1-3-3-4-4-4) 
1-4 4 
( 1-4-4-4-tl-4) 
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l ~!). 
Healthy nerves may became practically 
incapable ot carrying an impUlse by 
being bathed in lactic acid tram 
fatigue. 
146., 
A person functions as an individual 
through the cerebral cortex, the part 
of the brain concerned with memory, 
mental activity, and voluntary action. 
1'~7. 
~'lhen alcohol is. taken into the 
digestive tract it is absorbed without 
beinG changed by digestive juices. 
11}8. 
There are no food values in alcohol 
b~lOnd the energy value in calories. 
1 ~9. 
Tho narcotic effects or marijuana 
cause an individual to lose judgment 
and self-control and to develop a 
temporary mental disorder. 
150. 
The use of tobacco is habit-for.ming 
and m~y possibly tend to shorten 
life. . 
151. . 
The· narcotic action ot nicotine, 
contained in tobacco, is exerted 
chiefly on the auton~ic nervous 
system. 
152. 
Tobacco smoke irritates the mucous 
membrane of the respiratory tract. 
153. 
ltelief' from fatigue as a result ot 
smo.king comes from a temporary 
stimulation of the adrenal glands. 
154. 
Certain pain-relieving drugs may 
cause serious damage to red or 
white blood cella in some individuals. 
155. 
The natural tendency is tor germs · 
to multiply and spread locally over 
a wider and wider area if nJthing 
stops them. 
Range Mode 
2-4 4 (2-3-4-4-4..;.4) 
2-5 4 ( 2-1~-4-4-5-5) 
2-5 4 (2-3-4•4-4-5} 
2-5 4 (2-4-4-4-5-5) 
2-5 4 
( 2-'~-4-4-5-5) 
2-4 4 
( 2-1~-4-'~-~~-4 ) 
3-5 4 
(3-3-4-4-4-5) 
2-5 4 
( 2-3-4-4-1~-5) 
4-5 4 
(4-4-4-4-5-5) 
1-5 
( l-4-lt-4-5-5} 
4 
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15 • 
Tho ger.ms which produce infection 
nrc constantly in the air and on 
the body surface. 
157. 
Ger.ms which cause communicable 
disease cannot survive long outside 
a living host, where they find the 
conditions favorable to life. 
158. 
A ''carrier" series as a host for the 
organisms of a communicable disease, 
v11 thout seeming to be ill himself, 
and acts as a source of infection to 
other persons. 
159. 
rer.manent body har.m may result fran. 
extreme exertion followed by over-
fo.tigue. 
160. 
L.!lck ot sufficient rest and sleep 
will increase the tendency to fatigue 
una. eXhaustion. 
161~ 
The amount of' sleep required depends 
upon an individual's age, activity, 
and metabolic rate. 
162~ 
Chronic fatigue tends to lower 
ros1otance to disease and to inter-
fere with recovery from infecti~ns. 
163. 
llr)bits of sleep and rest are some-
what dependent on their establishnlent 
early in life. 
164. 
The development of strong muscles 
does not necessarily insure a healthy 
body. 
165. bxercise may be of valuein improving 
tho condition or tissues weakened by 
disease. 
166, 
The age and rate at which maturational 
changes occur vary in different normal 
1nd1 vidual~. 
Range Mode 
1-5 4 (1-3-4-4-4-5) 
1-5 4 
(1-4-4-4-5-5) 
2-5 4 
(2-3-4-4-5-5) 
l-5 4 
( 1-2-4-1+-4-5) 
1-5 4 
(1-3-4-4-5-5) 
2-5 4 
(2-3 ... 4-4-4-5) 
2·5 4 
( 2-3-1~-4-4-5) 
1-4 4 
( 1-3-'~-4-4-4) 
1-5 4 
( 1-2-'+-4-4-5) 
l-4 4 
(l-3-3 ... 4-4-4) 
3·5 4 
( 3-'+-4-l~-5-5) 
[] 
• 
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167~ 
Tlu·ough the blood vessels of the 4·5 4 
placenta, nourishment and oxygen (4-4-4-4-5•5) 
circulate to the·embryo, and waste 
products trom the embryo are carried 
back to the mather's blood tor 
exa'etion. 
160. 
Just before birth the baby usually 1-4 4 
lies with its head downward, and the (1-3·3-4-4-4) 
uterus is ready to exp·el it by con-
traction of 1 ts powerful musoular · 
wall. 
169. 
Popular superstitions concerning the 4-5 4 
influence of thoughts end em~tions or (4-4-4-4-5~5) 
the mother on the unborn child, are 
without scientific basis. 
170. . 
Thera is no known method of fixing 2•4 4 
ar chnnginc at will the sex or other (2-3-4-4-4-4) 
inherited characteriutics or a human 
being. 
171• 
Tue sex tmpulse is stimulated, checked, 3·5 4 
nnu modified by social and economic (3-4-4-'+-5-5) 
life. 
172~ 
· During adolescense subordination of the 2•5 4 
mating urge or sex impulse may be made ( 2-3-4-4-5-5) 
easier by an abundance of wholesome 
group activities. 
173. Pyorrhea is an infection of the gums 2•4 4 
With pus-forming organisms which cause (2-3-4-4-4-4) 
the gums to becQme tender and bleed 
readily; this condition is probably 
due to a chronic disorder of the whole 
syst~ or lack of oral cleanliness. 
l74. 
Vincents' Angina is more carunon among 2-5 4 
persons with poor nutr1 tion and poor ( 2 3 4 4 4 ) 
dental ·hygiene and is spread by objects - - - - -5 
that have contacted infected mouths. 
175. l~!itosis may be a result of any ot 2-4 . 4 
various causes such as sinus infeo- (2-4-4-4-4-4) tion, diseased tonsils, pyorrhea, dental 
caries, anu gastro-intestinal upsets. 
-scam • 5 =m· mmerr 
L1n~r Fundamental Concepts Range :U:ode 
176. 
Uince only halt ot the chromosomes 4-5 4 
or euch pa1•ent are present in the (4-4-4-4-5-5) 
fel'tilized egg, only part of the 
qualiti&s ot both parents will be 
1nheri ted. 
177. 
~ch single character, ~r unit 1•4 4 
character. is transmitted inciependently ( 1·3-4-lt-4-4) 
ot all other characters. 
178. 
l•hcn pathogenic organisms enter the · 1·5 4 
body in sufficient numbers to escape (1-3-4-4-4-5) 
annihilation by the while blood cells 
1mmeu1ately, the ensuing struggle 
revolves ar~ung the attempt of the 
organiams to adapt themselves to their 
host and the attempt of the body to 
riu itself of the bacteria. 
179. 
'£he effectiveness of many serums depends 3-5 4 
upon their early administration. (3-4-4-4·5-5) 
180. 
After vaccination against any communicable 3-5 4 
disease, it takes s~e time tor the body (3-4-4-4-5-5) 
to develop the antibodies which give ~ 
ncti ve immunity. 
181• 
~arums contain antibodies for.med in the 3-5 4 
body of another human or animal which (3-4-4-4-5-5) 
neutralize the poisons formed by 
disease-producing organisms. 
182. 
~~ antiseptic keeps bacteria tram 3•5 4 
multiplying but is not strong enough (3-3-4-lJ.-5-5) to kill them. 
183 
Uuring the first six months ot its 2-5 4 
lite a child usually has in 1 ts blood ( 2 3 4 4 
substances which give it resistance - - - -5-5) 
necessary to overcome infections. 
184. 
Natural immunity exists at birth and 4-5 4 
continues throughout the life of the (4-4-4-4-S-S) 
individual. 
t:inor Fundamental Concepts ~nge Mode 
. 185.' 
Act1 ve 1mmun1 ty develops when an 4-5 4 
indiVidual contracts und recovers ( 4-4·4•4•5•5) 
from a communicable disease or when 
an. individual is tree. ten with vaccines 
and toxoids which stimulate the blood 
and other tissues to form antibodies. 
1C6. 
llasaive immunity results rrom. the use 4-5 . 4 
or serwns which provide antibodies for (4-4·'~-4-5-5) 
fighting disease-producing organisms but 
uo not stimulate the development or 
antibodies; this type of immunity is 
iuuedie.te and or short duration, 
187. 
TJxins and toxoids stimulate the develop- 3-5 4 
mcnt of antibodies in the form of anti- (3-4-4-1~-5-5) 
toxins. 
wn. 
\then certain types of pathogenic bacteria 1-4 4 
hnve gained entrance t::> the body it is ( 1•3·1~-~~-'~-1~) 
often possible to wall them off in a 
sma~l area where ·they may be destroyed 
by the phagocytes. 
189. 
Anung the parts of the bouy which the 1•5 4 
physician considers in the health · (1-4-4-4-5-5) 
examination axe the nose, throat, and 
mouth; teeth and gums; eyes and eyelids; 
ear; skin; kidneys; digestive organs; 
heurt; lungs; nerves; bones and muscles; 
anu the blood. 
190. 
Tonperature, pulse, and respiration 2-5 4 
ure considered in diagnosis and treat- (2-4-4-4-5-5) 
ment ot aisease. 
191. 
Very few drugs arc helpful for preventive 2-4 4 
purposEs; they are used largely tor (2-3-4-4-4-4) 
fighting bacteria after they have gained 
entrance to the body. 
192. 
~yphillis is usually transmitted by 3-5 4 
direct contact alth~ugh it may be (3•4-4-4-5-5) 
congenital. 
~1nor Fundamental Concepts 
193. 
Gonorrhea, an inflammation of the 
mucous m~brane, usually ot the 
gEnital organs, results from a 
bactt;;rial infection which is al.Llost 
alr;uys trensm1 ttud by direct oon-
t1a9c,t. 
·l. 
The best known treatment tor 
tuberculosis consists of complete 
rest in bed, fresh air, proper 
diet, sunshine and medical super-
Viuion of this regimen; in some 
cases surgical operations are 
required to aid recovery. 
195. 
llalar1a germs are introduced in the 
body by the Anopheles mosquito and 
enter the red blood cells, destroying 
them and causing anamia. 
196. 
Tetanus. resulting tram the toxin 
formed by the tetanus bacillus, causes 
severe and painful muscular contrac-
tion. · 
197. 
Diptheria, which attacks chiefly 
younB chiloren, usually begins as a 
severe throat intection,·which 
shortly becomes a general infection, 
anu may be spread from person to person. 
198. . 
Patent medicines are usually one of 
tlJ.r·ce types: "bracers," containing a 
lJ.i~h percentage of alcohol which 
exhilarate and may cause intoxication; 
seuatives, contriining narcotics which 
soothe by depressing the nerves and 
often the heart; and "cures," which 
have no value at all, for various 
serious diseases. 
199. 
Foo·d poisoning is caused by eating 
t~otis that have not been properly 
cared tor and occurs most frequently 
in warm weather. 
Range Mode 
4-5 4 ( 4-4~~~-4-5-5) 
l-5 4 
(1-3-3-4-4-5) 
3-5 4 (3-4-4-4-5-5) 
4-5 4 
( 1+-4-1~-4-5-5) 
3-5 4 
(3-4-4-4-5-5) 
2-4 4 
(2-3-3-4-4-4) 
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2:1~. 
In the compound tracture of a bone, 
the skin is broken; in a simple 
rr~cture there is no break in the 
st:in. 
201. 
Burns are classed as first, second, 
or third degree dep(;nding on the 
extont in which the body tisnues are 
injureu. 
202. 
Drowning, electric shock, and gas 
poisoning are the types of accidents 
tlw.t most frequently cause stoppage 
or breathing. 
203. 
The application ot artit1oial 
respiration in cases of fainting and 
unc~nsciousness or in other situations 
when it is not needed mey prove harmful. 
201~ .. 
'~he failure to give proper attention 
to shock is a common error in first 
aiu. 
205.· 
Jl. physician should be called 
immediately in case ot serious injury. 
~OG. 
J~ppendici tis is an inflammation of 
the appendix possibly caused by 
neglected constipation, internal 
poisoning, or habitual overeating. 
207. 
Abdominal pains caused.by appendicitis 
ore not necessarily localized in the 
regions of the appendix. 
')Q8 . 
'l"ak:Cng a laxative tor abdominal pain 
and delay in having an operation are 
principal oauses of peritonitis and 
death tr~m appendicitis. 
209. 
Ulcers occur chiefly in the lesser 
curvature of the stomnoh and in the· 
upper part ot the duodenum, and are 
thought to be onused by focal infec-
tions, dietary d1tioienc1es, allergy, 
and nervous tension. 
Range 
2•.5 . 
( "' I 1. I I 5) :~- ... , ···{._,, ...... : .... 
2-5 
(2-3-4-4-4-5) 
3-5 
(3-3•4-4-4-5) 
2-5 
( 2-4-L~-4-5•5) 
2-5 ( 2-3-4-lf-4-5) 
2-5 
( 2-3~'~-4-4-5) 
2-5 (2-4-4-4-5-5) 
4-5 
(4-4-4-4-5-5) 
l-5 
( l-4-4-J.~-5-5) 
l-5 
( 1-3-4-l~-5-5) 
8 
Mode 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
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210. 
In heartburn, the highly acid 
guatric secretion is thrown up 
intJ the esophagus causing irritation 
unu aiscomfort; this condition may be 
caused by em~tionul tensions, fatigue, 
or eAcessive use or alcohol, tobacco, 
coffee or tea. 
211. 
Digestive disturbances and disorders 
include simple tor.ms of "indigestion," 
constipation, tood allergies, 
appendicitis, stomach and duodenal 
Ulcers, and ~ancerous growths. 
212·. 
Range Mode 
1.;.4 4 
(1-3-4-4-4-4) 
:3-5 4 
(3-4·4-4-5-5) 
The hlUZUln body 1s made up of a 1-5 3 
nt.lLlber or chemical elements held ( 1-2-3-3-3-5) 
to13ether 1n many different torm.s ot• 
chemical combinations; each ot these 
elrunonts is essential to the con-
struction ot the body and each has a 
special function to pertonn. 
213. 
A.n organ is composed ot more than one 1-4 3 
tissue, and the tissues that specializes ( 1-3-3·3-4·-4) 
in the kind of work oarri ed on by the 
orGan is the ruling tissue. 
2lll. 
Unusod tissue tendo to become 1·5 3 
infiltrated with fat nnd to becom~ (1-3-3-3-4-5) 
weak, 
215: heaJ.thy muscles are slightly 2-4 3 
contracted even when they do not ( 2-3-J-3-lf-4) 
appear to be in action. 
1216. 
u'eak foot and leg muscles result 2·5 3 
in undue strain on the supporting ( 2-3-3-3-1~-5) 
structure of the arch which may weaken 
the attached ligaments and tendons causing 
a condition known as ,.flatfoot." 
1:~17. ~ntigue may either cause poor posture 2-4 
or be the result of poor posture. ( 2-3-3-3-Lf.-4) 
Uinor Fundamental Concepts 
21S. 
Tho capacity ot blo~d vessels 
depends on their diameter. 
219. 
T~ work ot the heart increases as 
the heart rate increases. 
220. 
The impulse tor the heartbeat comes 
from. within the heart muscle itself 
unu is dependent to some extent upon 
calcium in the b~dy tlu1ds. 
221. 
The regulation ot the heat of the 
bouy is dependent on proper 
Oil'Cule.tion Of the blood • 
222. 
The supply or blood to a part of 
the body is regulated in part by 
the state and quality of the 
oup1llar1es. 
223. 
It is almost 1mpossible to injure 
tho normal heart or a dlild through 
strenuous physical activity. 
224.· 
During any illness the rate ot the 
heartbeat may be greatly increased 
unu the heart temporarily weakened. 
225. 
apop'iexy, or cerebral hemorrhage, 
1s caused by a broken artery in the 
brain which results in hGmorrhage in 
the surrounding tissue. 
226.· 
Cerebral hemorrhage occurs most 
frequently in parsons past fifty years 
or age. 
227.· 
High blood pressure is most common 
in middle and old age. 
?-28. . 
Hardening ot the blood vessels of 
the kidney may result in chronic 
B.righta disease. 
8 
Range Mode 
1-4 3 ( 1-3-3-3-l~-4) 
3 ... 5 3 
( 3-3-3-l-J.-4-5) ' 
3-5 3 
(3-3-3-4-4-5) 
1•4 3 
(l-3-3-3-4-4) 
3-4 5 (3-3-3-3-4-4) 
2 .. 4 3 
( 2-3-3· 3-4-4) 
3-5 3 
(3-3-3-4-4-5) 
3-5 3 
(3-3-3-3-4-5) 
5-5 3 
(3-3-3-4-4-5) 
2-5 3 
(2-3-3-3-4-5) 
Minor Fundamental Concepts 
2 • 
Varicose, or enlarged veins, are 
caused by interference.with the 
, return of venous blood to the heart 
through constriction or pressure of · 
1 the vessels • 
. 230~ 
Ind·ividuals can accustom themselves 
to a wide variety of eating habits~ 231. 
Contraction of the muscular walls of 
the stomach in hunger result fram a 
neeO. of food. 
232. 
The contraction of musol~s of the 
alimentary canal, known as peristalsis, 
causes the food to be pushed along the 
diBestive tract. 
233. 
A+J. ·persons, require the same funda-
mental nutritive factors in the diet. 
234~ 
Nor.mal cell function is dependent .upon 
a state of balance existing .. between food 
intake and cell Ol\tput in terms of 
rapidity of oxidation. 
235. 
Kidneys may be injured by a high 
concentration of wastes in a amall 
amouat of water. 
236. 
The presence of albumin in the urine 
may indicate a dangerous kidney 
condition called Brights' disease~ 
237. Hard accumulations, or "stones," 
sometimes form i~ the kidneys and 
may todge in a ureter or pass into the 
bladder. 
238. A stoppage of the bile duct may result 
in the accumulation of wastes in the 
blood •. 
Range Mode 
1-3 3 
(.1-2-2-3-3-3) 
1-4 3 
(1-2-3-3-3-4) 
1-5 3 
(l-3-3-3-4-5) 
1-5 3 
(1-3-3-3•4-5) 
... 2-4. ; . 3 
(2-3-3-3-4-4) 
1-5 3 
(1-3-3-3-4-5) 
2-4 3 
( 2-3-3-3-~-4) 
2-4 3 
( 2-3-3-3-4-4-) 
1-4 3 
(1-3-3-3-4-4) 
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• 
Food material thathas not been 
digested and absorbed by the t~e 
it reaches .the end or the small 
intestine is pushed through into 
the ·colon, or large intestine. 
240. 
Som.e.endocrine glands release 
their secretions aLmost continously, 
other intermittently, according to 
~«J.~body needs~. 
. . . 
Training increases the vital 
capacity, or the amount of air that 
~~~~be handled by-the lungs. 
. . . . . 
Deep breathing exercises may some-
times be more harmful than beneficial. 
243.· 
The: rate and de-pth of respiration vary 
with individual and with·the nature 
and. extent or activity. 244. . . . . 
Any· cosmetic applied to the face 
shoJ.l].d be clean aD.d the hands or 
materials used in npplying it should 
be olean. 
245• 
•
1
: The growth of fingernails and toe-
,, nails is much like that or the hnir 
: and continues throughout lite unless 
the ·root areas are injured. 
246. 
Through its contact .with the skin, 
the air whioh surrounds or envelops 
the·body helps to regulate the.body 
temperature. 
247. .. 
The amount ot heat lost through the 
evaporation of sweat depends upon the 
capacity ot the air to take up 
moisture. 
248. . 
The greatest amount of heat is fur-
nished to-the body by oxidation 1n the 
skeletal muscles. 
Range 
1-4 
(1-2-3-3-3-4) 
. ,' 1•4 
(1-2-3-~-3-4) 
1-4 
( 1-3-3-3-lf-4) . 
l-4 .. 
(1-3-3-3-4-4) 
2-5 
(2-3~3~3-4-5) 
l-3 
(1-2-3-3-3-3) 
l-5 
(1~3-3-3-4-5) 
l-5 
( 1-3-3-3-4-5) 
3-4 
(3-3-3-3-4-4) 
Mode 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
' 
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249. ' 
Tha·outside sensitive surface or 
the· eye is continually bathed in 
salty water to prevent friction 
and to keep it olean. 
250.. . . . . - . 
. The;eyes are protected from exoes-
'i si ve light and outside irritations 
by the eyebrows and the eyelids. 
251·. . . . 
The .semi-oircula.r canals of the ear 
structure aid the body in main-
taiping balance. or equilibrium. 
252. . . 
By their· opposing actions the two 
divisions of the .. autonomic nervous 
system balance each other ettioiently 
in regulating vital functions of the 
body. 
253. . ' . 
The·vast majority of people do not 
incline to be drunkards, or chronic 
alcoholics. 
iire\:e is no .soi~tit'ic evidence that 
moderate doses of' ~loohol, even if' 
taken daily by a normal per.son, are 
deleterious either to him or to his 
children. 
255'. 
Alcohol is transported by the blood 
to all parts of' the body •. 
25G.a Inflammatory infections are sometimes 
due'to germs that ordinarily live in 
the body without doing· any barm. 
sl?e7ep is brought about by eliminating 
strong sensory stimuli, nervous tension, 
and·physical discomfort. 
258. Staying awake continuously tor a long 
period shows 1ts.ef'teat chiefly in the 
nervous system •. 
&_5~i ot int ere at .. and bot·edom may hasten 
. and increase weariness and fatigue. 
I 
Range Modo 
1.·4 3 
( l-3-3-3-J:--4) 
l-4 3 
(1-3-3-3-4-4) 
1~5 5 
( 1-3-3-3-'~-5) 
2-4 3 
(2-3-3·3-3-4) 
l-5 3 
(1-3-3-3-5-5) 
1-5 3 
(1•3-3-3-5-5) 
2-5 3 
(2-3-3-3-4-5) 
1-5 3 
(1-3-3-3-4-5) 
2-4 5 
( 2-3-3·3-3-4) 
l-4 5 
( 1-3-3-3-l~-4) 
1-4 3 
(1-3-3-3-3-4) 
" 
" 
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'I =;;:::::============================:::::: 
:'i 26C~. 
!1, From'-a physiological point of view, 
;1 sleep during the day is just as · 
,i valuable as night sleep. 
j: 261. II . 
!i Because of the. differences in l phys~oal structure, men and women 
;1 are., in certain instances, better 
i[ adapted to different types or 
;i exercise. 
i' 262. 
!I Heart. rate, blood pressure, and · 
,! breathing vary according to the, 
,! type, of exercise. 
1i 263. 
!1 In the male there is no process 
:i corresponding to menstruation in the 
li tamale.. · 
!! 264. . 
II 
!t The urethra serves both for dis-
i' charging urine from the bladde-r and 
I• 
) 11. as a passageway for sperm cella. , 
lr 265. . 
!1 In b?th sexes, old age is marked 
li by degenerative changes in the sex 
!: organs. 
'i 66 !! 2 • . 
\', Reactions which are related to the 
!i sexual instinct begin in childhood, 
',I even: in early infancy • 
. : 267. 
. ;i Adolescent masturbation is associated 
i: with. sexual development. 
I! 268. 
I! Wheri one character carried by a gene 
ii is stronger than the corresponding 
!: char~oter carried by the other gE)ne 
IJ of the same pair, thG strong one is 
\i "dominant" and th£ one that is. ,for the 
:! time being hidden is "recessive." 
' • ·1-4 . (1-3-3-3-4-4) 
2-4 -
( 2-3-3-3-4-4,. 
2-5 
( l-3-3-3-4--5) 
l-5 ' (l-3-3-3-4-5) 
2-4 
(2-3-3-3-3-4) 
2-5 
(2-3-3-3-4•5) 
- 1-4 
(l-3-3-3-4-4) 
1-5 
(l-3-3-3-4-5) 
:1 269 •. 
·I When egg and sperm unite to form a new 1-4 
~1 organism, the gene for the unit character ( 1-3-3-3-4-4) 
i1 in the one associate with the gene tor the 
:i oorr,esponding unit character in the other 
!\ to provide the two genes ot the unit 
!
1 
character in the body cells or the _new 
',i organism. !: 
i! 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3. 
5 
3 
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2t • 
There is a trend toward federal· 
aid to medical care. 
271. 
The, trained first-aider should not 
be influenced by the, suggestions of' 
bystanders at the scene or an 
accident~ 
272. 
Haste ia·seldam necessary in moving 
an injured person. 
273.· 
Endocarditis and myocarditis are 
common infections of the heart. 
274. . 
Modifications or the sound waves 
that result irt speech az·e under 
voluntary control. 
it 275. . 
i1 Birthmarks may result from faulty 
1 
;/ distrtbution of cells before birth. 
:r 276. 
1! Body temperature is usually highest 
!! in the ~ afternoon or early 
Jl evenins. ~'t:. · 
:1 277. 
li Different peoples have set up varying 
': standards concerning regulation of il d sex. 
li 278. 
n Blood plasma helps to regulate body 
· il temperature by distributing heat from 
!j working muscles to areas that are less 
,, warm. 
:I 
!I 
i ~ 
:I I; 
if 
I! 
ii 
279~ 
Fingernails protect the tips of the 
fingal'S and help· in the act ot' picking 
up things. 
'· 
Range Mode 
2-5 . 3 (2..;3-3-3-5..;5) 
3-5 3· 
(3-3-3-4-4-5) 
3-5 3 
( 3-3-3~4-4-5) . 
2-5 2 
(2-2-2-4-4-5) 
1-4 2 
( 1..;.2-2-2-3-4)' 
1 ... 4 2 
( l-2-2-2-~4) 
2-4 2 
(. 2-2-2-3-3-4) 
2-4 2 
( 2-2-2-3-4-:-4) 
1-5 2 
( 1-2-2-·~;.3-5) 
l-4 l 
(1-1-1-2-3-4) 
. ~ - ... ·-- .. ------------~- ______ .. __ . -- .. ------- --·· -- -------
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CHAPTER. V 
SUMMARY ANn CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter presents a summary of the nature and scope 
of the problem, the logical organization and methods of 
procedure, the conclusions which may be drawn on the basis 
of the data, the implications of these conclusions, and 
suggestions for future study. 
summa.rx ~ the study. The major purpose of this study 
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is to determine the fundamental concepts o~ healthful living / 
which are of importance for general education at the secondary-! 
school level, and to rank these concepts in the descenaing I 
order of their relative importance. The scope of the inves- I 
tigation and the application and implications of the findings // 
.I 
\\ 
are limited to those grades, from 9 through 12 inclusive, which 1/ 
'I 
make up the traditional type of public secondary school 1n il 
this country. 
The problem was logically organized into two parts, the 
inductive phase and the deductive phase. The problem of the 
inductive phase involved the selection and determination of 
fundamental concepts of healthful living by an analysis of 
ten textbooks in health, written for secondary-school pupils, 
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I and thirty-six issues of the health magazine Hygeia.. 
The deduct! ve phase or the study was concerned v;i th the 
classification, as major or minor, or each concept derived 
from the inductive phase, in addition to the rating ot these 
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concepts individually in terms of their importance tor general I 
education at the secondary level. This classification and II 
evaluation or the fundamental concepts was done by two juries II 
composed or subject matter specialists, supervisors of health 
instruction in the schools, nnd master teachers of healthful 
Conclusions. Within the limitations of the sources of 
Jmaterial and the methods of handling this data, the following 
I 
conclusions may be considered as being justifiable on the 
basis of the results of this investigation: 
1. '£he major list of 251 fundamental concepts is 
made up of those concepts of which a oompre-
hens19n is necessary. for optimal indi vi.dual 
and communal healthful living. 
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i 2. The minor list of 279 fundamental concepts is 
I 
,, 
composed of those concepts which contribute to 
an understanding of the major concepts. 
3. The fundamental concepts contained in both 
lists may be considered scientifically true or. 
in accord with current accepted medical know-
l_edge and research. 
4. From. the evaluation of the concepts by the two 
juries it would seem that those major and minor 
fundamental concepts' which have been assigned a 
modal value of 3 or higher are suitable as units, 
or component parts of units, ot health instruc-
tion in secondary schools. 
5. The high coefficients of rank correlation 
between the rankings of the concepts by the two 
juries indicate a sufficiently high reliability 
for the jury' technique of evaluation to justify 
its use in a study of this nature. 
bffiplications ~ !a§ conclusions. The fundamental con-
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1111 cepts of healthful living determined by the study may well 
prove valuable to teachers of health in the secondary schools; I 
to persons engaged in the training of teachers of health and 
p~ysical education at the secondary level; to high school 
health councils or committees conceroo d with the build.ing or 
revision of a health instructional course; to persons con-
I 
ducting research in the secondary-school curriculum; to the 
' 
authors of textbooks, v;orkbooks, and other health teaching 
:materiels for secondary pupils; and to the producers of health 
instructional films for high school use • 
.l!'or the groups described above, these lists of major and 
, minor concepts may well offer some objective index of the 
;; relative importance of the various concepts for general 
il 
" .I 
:eaucation, and, at the same time, indicate to some extent the 
r 
··amount of time and emphasis which sh::>uld be given to these 
concepts. 
It must be recognized that the teaching of all of these 
fundamental concepts presents somewhat of an impossible task 
in the average secondary school, even if only those concepts 
having a modal value of 3 or higher are considered. It should 
therefore be pointed out here that the teacher will, in most 
instances, select those concepts within the upper categories 
of the lists which fit the needs of his particular situation. 
During the consideration and study of this problem, 
several closely related problems have become eviden,t as being 
worthy or further research. The investigator feels that the 
following problems are of sufficient importance to justify 
additional study: 
1. All investigation which would attempt to evaluate 
these fundamental concepts in terms of applicatory 
activities of daily living recorded on a random 
2~ A study to determine tl1e relationship between 
the fundamental concepts and the possible 
prevention of detects,: diseases, and impair-
ments. as reported in the National Health 
Survey or a more recent representative survey.· 
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